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3. SUMMARY
Objectives and Scope:
The integration of launch and auxiliary propul-
sion systems (APS's) to provide specific benefits
has been a design goal on many past and current
launch vehicles. However, past studies of inte-
grated hydrogen/oxygen propulsion systems em-
phasized the achievement of high performance
over low cost and operability. The purpose of
the IHOT study was to determine if the vehi-
cle/mission needs and technology of the 1990's
support development of an all cryogenic H2]O2
system. In order to accomplish this, IHOT
adopted the approach of designing integrated aux-
iliary propulsion systems (lAPS) for a represen-
tative manned vehicle; the Advanced Manned
Launch System (AMLS). The primary objec-
tives of the study were to develop lAPS concepts
which appeared to offer viable alternatives to
state-of-the-art (ie, hypergolic, or earth-storable)
APS approaches. It was realized early that the
scope of the IHOT effort would have to be well-
focused to be consistent with program funding
constraints. This precluded an assessment of
propellant scavenging, or integration of the APS
with additional subsystems (such as power sys-
tems, and life support).
At the top level, all prospective concepts were to
be compared and evaluated based upon their rela-
tive cost and operability. This concern resulted
from experience with the current Shuttle pro-
gram, where the design of a majority of the sub-
systems were driven by peak performance or an-
nual funding constraints. Concern for simplified
operations or low life cycle cost (LCC) were not
the primary design discriminators.
In addition, IHOT was to establish the viability
of IAPS concepts, and quantify their specific
benefits compared to an hypergolic alternative.
The intent was not to provide a single definitive
"answer" for a specific application, but rather to
provide information to quantify the features and
requirements of integrated concepts. The specific
IHOT program objectives were as follows:
• Define operationally efficient APS con-
cepts for two H2/O2 systems and one hy-
pergolic system.
• Compare the three APS concepts in terms
of LCC, operational efficiency, and per-
formance.
• Define the technologies which must be
developed in order to assure the viability
of the above concepts; and enable or en-
hance the cost, operational, and perfor-
mance objectives.
The concepts developed were also to have general
applicability to a range of manned spacecraft, and
not be limited solely to AMLS.
Key Study Results:
The II-IOT study resulted in the definition of three
APS concepts; two cryogenic IAPS, and a third
concept utilizing hypergolic propellants. The
first of the H2/O2 lAPS concepts incorporates a
high-pressure gaseous RCS (filled during ascent
from the main propulsion system), operating at a
mixture ratio of 16:1. The OMS for this concept
is a more conventional pressure-fed liquid sys-
tem. The second H2/O2 IAPS utilizes a pres-
sure-fed, liquid RCS with recirculation pumps
and a pump-fed liquid H2/O2 OMS. The hyper-
golic APS concept utilizes a conventional pres-
sure-fed, MMH/NTO RCS and OMS.
All systems were subject to the same criteria, of
minimizing cost and the ground operations nec-
essary for processing. Imposing these criteria on
the hypergolic system for AMLS resulted in a
system much more competitive with the lAPS
concepts than the current Shuttle system. Many
of the processing problems associated with the
Shuttle result from the pad-clear, serial opera-
tions which could be minimized, or designed out
of a new hypergolic concept.
One of the key study results was the conclusion
that the life cycle cost differences between IAPS
and hypergolic systems were not as significant as
had been anticipated. This resulted from the
same emphasis on operational efficiency for all
concepts in the early design process. Significant
reductions in the cost of ground operations were
achieved for all three concepts by designing
around the need for serial APS operations, partic-
ularly at the launch pad. The dominant factor in
LCC then became the combined development
costs of the RCS and OMS engines. The hyper-
golic concept LCC were comparable with the
lAPS concept which incorporated a gaseous
H2/O2 RCS and a pressure-fed liquid OMS. The
all-liquid lAPS concept had significantly higher
LCC due to the complexity of liquid injection
RCS, and pump-fed OMS engines. The loaded
weight of the all-liquid lAPS was 8000 Ib lower
than the hypergolic concept, and nearly 9000 lb
less than the other IAPS concept. This should
mitigate the subsystem LCC impact in a corn-
Page7
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plete vehicle trade, where lower system weight
translates into a payload (and therefore, cost) ben-
efit. The scope of the IHOT study precluded the
inclusion of these vehicle-level cost trades.
The specific technology requirements necessary
to support the selected APS concepts were also
identified. Implicit in all three concepts is the
development of BITE (built-in-test-equipment)
and the attendant expert systems necessary to al-
low dramatic reduction in ground operations cost.
Without automation of ground operations and a
"cultural change" in the attitude toward launch
processing, lAPS concepts will not significantly
alter the cost and complexity of auxiliary propul-
sion systems. Other key technology require-
ments identified include high mixture ratio
thrusters for gaseous RCS applications, and liq-
uid injection RCS thrusters for the all-liquid
IAPS concept.
However, the need for lAPS is being driven by
more than just cost and operability. Future re-
strictions on the use and transport of hypergolic
propellants may force the development of new
systems even without the need for large
cost/operability benefits. IHOT results indicate
that new lAPS systems are possible that are
competitive with hypergolics regarding cost,
minimize ground operations, and eliminate the
toxicity concerns of current hypergolic propel-
lants.
Page 8
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PROG RAM DESCRIPTION OUTCOME I A PS
USED?
NoShuttle, Phase A/B
(Rockwell studies)
Shuttle Evolution
(Rockwell Studies)
Integrated; Liquid OMS,
Gaseous ACPS, LO2/LH2
• Potential OPS cost savings
• Potential performance gains
Advanced Launch
System (Phase 1 Air _
IForce Contract)
Space Tug
propellants
Integrated; Main Propulsion &
OMS System, LO2/LH2 pro-
pellants
Integrated; OMS &RCS tank-
age, hypergolic propellants
Partial Integration; cold gas
blowdown APS using core ul-
lage
Partial Integration; GO2/GH2
bipropellants APS
Integrated; OMS & ACS,
LO2/LH2 supplied by core ve-
hicle
Integrated; common MPS &
APS tankage, LO2/LH2 pro-
pellants
• Funding & DDT&E forced selec-
tion of hypergolic system
• SSME's inefficient for OMS
• Poor cryo storage in MPS feed sys-
tem
• Work in progress
• Projected results
• Enhanced turnaround
• Improved performance
• Viable for low-impulse attitude ap-
plications
• ALS APS requirement not well de-
filxxl
• Higher impulse (over cold gas)
• Cost incompatible with ALS ob-
jectives
• Simplified servicing
• Cost incompatible with ALS ob-
jectives
• Small (5%) payload increase
• Additional abort contingency
• Propellant allocations interchange-
able
Peacekeeper, Stage Integrated; axial & attitude con- • Concept selected and built
IV troi systems, NTO/?dMH pro-
pellants
Historical Sample of Past Systems Considered for lAPS
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
4. INTRODUCTION
Integrated propulsion systems, incorporating the
functional or physical interconnection of fluid
systems at some level to achieve desired systems
benefits, has been an objective of many study
programs. The table above provides a representa-
tive historical sample of systems considered for
vehicles ranging from the original Space Shuttle
design thru the Peacekeeper (Stage IV).
Typical applications of integrated systems in-
volved the main propulsion system (MPS), aux-
iliary propulsion system (APS), environmental
control & life support system (ECLSS), fuel
cells, power systems, and payloads. However,
the primary objectives of past attempts at inte-
gration have focused on three areas; performance,
packaging, and mass fraction. Life cycle cost,
and efficient ground operations were typically
secondary considerations. As indicated in the fol-
lowing figure, an emphasis on operability will
be required in future vehicles to reverse trends
towards increased costs for maintenance and oper-
ations.
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T., ]TechnologyRecpaimments
IHOT Contract Study Plan
In-house studies at the NASA/Lewis Research
Center 1,2 led to the formulation of the IHOT
contract. The study was not intended to provide
definitive answers to all possible aspects of lAPS
design. Rather, the scope of the IHOT effort was
to be sufficient to drive out the viability of spe-
cific concepts, and to establish a quantitative
comparison of their cost and operational benefits.
The approach adopted to accomplish this objec-
tive is summarized in the figure above. The top-
level approach was to first select a vehi-
cle/mission combination which offered the poten-
tial for significant benefits through utilization of
integrated systems. Representative APS con-
cepts would be developed for several integrated,
and conventional (or "state-of-the-an", hyper-
golic) concepts. These concepts would be com-
pared based upon their LCC, ground operations,
performance, and mass properties.
research, and indicate the time-phased milestones
which must be met.
The IHOT contract has built upon the experience
of Shuttle and other applicable studies to assess
the feasibility of integrated hydrogen/oxygen
propulsion systems. In doing so, the emphasis
has been placed on cost and operability, rather
than simply performance. This assures that the
results will be pertinent to the next generation of
manned launch systems.
As indicated, one of the important aspects of the
IHOT contract is the definition of the enabling
technology requirements necessary to support the
development of IHOT systems. This particular
task is intended to establish the paths for future
1Weight Savings in Aerospace Vehicles Through
Propellant Scavenging, Steven J. Schneider and
Brian D. Reed, NASA Technical Memorandum
100900, May 23, 1988
2Advanced APS Impacts on Vehicle Payloads,
Steven J. Schneider and Brian D. Reed, NASA
Technical Memorandum 102086, May 23, 1989
Page I0
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$. IHOT STUDY RESULTS
This section of the IHOT Final Report pro-
vides a detailed discussion of the contract study
results. The first topic concerns a description of
how a reference vehicle and mission were se-
lected. In conjunction with the definition of the
study groundrules, this established the context for
all subsequent work.
The second part of the study described below con-
tains a description of how the initial down-select
process was performed on potential IAPS con-
cepts. The criteria used, alternatives considered,
and results of this initial screening are discussed.
Following the selection of two lAPS and
one hypergolic concept, a detailed evaluation was
performed. The groundrules and assumptions of
the evaluation are discussed, each concept is de-
scribed in detail (including mass properties,
volurme, etc.), and the relative sensitivity of each
is indicated regarding changes in mission re-
quirements.
The absolute, and relative benefits of the se-
lected lAPS configurations are described in the
fourth section. Specifically, the operational im-
pacts of each of the concepts are compared, and
then included in an evaluation of the life-cycle-
costs associated with each system.
Finally, technology requirements are identi-
fied which must be addressed to prepare for the
next generation of manned spacecraft.
Requirements are broken out as either enabling,
or enhancing. For technologies identified as en-
abling (or required) for lAPS, a timeline is identi-
fied to provide a clear overview of the necessary
development process.
$.1. Vehicle and Mission Selection
5.1.1. Study Groundrules
In order to assure a consistent approach to the
IHOT study effort, a significant effort was under-
taken in the early phases to establish a set of
study groundrules. This codification of guide-
lines accomplished several important objectives:
•Assured emphasis on cost and ground opera-
tions
•Brought in representatives of these func-
tions at the formative stages of the design
p_
•Provided a comprehensive systems approach
to the vehicle, mission, and concept selec-
tion process
The groundrules (listed in tabular form on the
following page) result in large part from the
"Lessons Learned "3 in the Shuttle and Apollo
programs. The Phase l Advanced Launch
System contract also was responsible for the de-
velopment of a significant body of work regard-
ing design practice to minimize cost and opera-
tions on new launch vehicles. In addition, the
work and recommendations of the Operationally
Efficient
3Space Shuttle Directions, Advanced Programs
Office, June 1986, NASA, Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center
Propulsion System (OEPS) contract 4 were re-
viewed and considered in establishing the IHOT
guidelines.
5.1.2. Reference Vehicle
The IHOT contract was to investigate the viabil-
ity of integrated hydrogen/oxygen auxiliary
propulsion systems as applied to manned,
reusable vehicles. It was also desired to allow
the potential of applicability to other emerging
programs, such as Lunar/Mars. Reference vehi-
cle selection criteria are summarized as follows:
• LO2/LH2 main propulsion system
• Reusable - recover added system cost
• Require specific performance, operations,
& mission requirements data (data avail-
ability)
• Vehicle must allow incorporation of lAPS
without major redesign
• Must employ sufficient LO2/LH2 systems
to benefit from integration
• Vehicle IO(7 must allow time for suffi-
cient DDT&E
4Operationally Efficient Propulsion System
Study, NASA, J.F, Kennedy Space Center,
contract NAS 10-11568, May 1989
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CONCEPT
DESIGN
MISSION/
FLIGHT
OPER'NS
GROUND
OPER'NS
COST
EST'N
RULES DISCUSSION
• Make best use of prior
studies. Leverage emerg-
ing technologies to achieve
practical concepts.
• All concepts shall pro-
vide for safe vehicle return
and abort
• Propellant margins as-
signed to a system cannot
be used as primary source
for other propulsion ele-
ments
• lAPS configurations
shall not add mission oper-
ational complexity, criti-
cality, or compromise
mission integrity
• Concepts shall reflect
modern operations tech-
nologies
• Wherever possible, con-
cepts shall mini-
mize/eliminate blocks of
operations, particularly se-
quential
• Alternative designs shall
be assessed for operability
and maintainability
• lAPS concepts & integ'd
hydrogen/oxygen tech's
shall be assessed against
their relative effects on
cost
• Costs in various cate-
gories shall be estimated in
a manner which expedites
wades & comparisons
Innovations/technologies which could mitigate problems with
cryo lAPS include:
• Advanced conditioning techniques
• Elimination of propellant acquisition
• Active controls (smart sensors)
• Materials (high temperature thrusters, advanced tankage,..)
Designs must consider:
• Tank capacities and margins
• Redundancy/failure criteria
• Responsiveness
Margins are calculated against uncertainties. If they are re-
dueed because of reduced uncertainties, this is unrelated to sys-
tem integration.
• Combining margins within integrated systems might
increase usable reserves (requires use for mutually exclusive
contingencies).
Concepts must be noncritical with respect to:
• Restarts • Maneuvers needed
• Thermal control • Mission Duration
• Mission flexibility • Req'd crew/ground involvem'nt
Design of systems will include early consideration of built-in
test & health monitoring, automated leak check, et_.
Features which make integrated systems pay off in operations
include:
• Reduce umbilical connections (ideally, one pair for
ptopellanO
• Eliminate toxic, corrosive, carcinogenic hypergolics
• Combine hazardous operations into concurrent blocks
Inherently operable, maintainable design features include:
• Modularity
• Forgiving, noncritical designs
• Ease, or elimination of, onboard purge, cleaning,
drying_ and/or inspection
Other study rules will ensure that the concepts studied will
meet the mission needs. Cost provides the means to assess
relative concept benefits
Cost categories used will cut across the entire AMLS life cy-
cle:
• DDT&E
• Production
• Recurring operations
Cost elements used will be common to currently accepted
work breakdown structures:
• Research and Technology
• Development and test
• Hardwateand software
• Mission and ground operations
Top Level Study Rules and Guidelines
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Vehicles considered for selection as the IHOT
baseline included the Advanced Manned Launch
System (AMLS), Space Transportation System
"Evolution" vehicle, Shuttle C, the Advanced
Launch System (ALS), National AeroSpace
Plane (NASP), NASP Derived Vehicle (NDV),
and the Personnel Launch System (PLS). The
following table summarizes the lack of compli-
ance of various vehicles with the study require-
ments:
Criteria
Earth-to-Orbit
Maneuver
.Reqt's
IOC/Need Date
LH2/LO2 MPS
ReusaNe
Data availabil-
it,/?
Config. adapt-
able?
Integrable sys-
Vehicles Not Applicable
PLS(depending on ELV)
Shuttle-C, ALS
STS Evolution r Shuttle-C
PLS
Shuttle-C (?), ALS(?), PLS(?)
NASP, NDV, PLS
STS Evolution,
(depending on EL'V)
I PLS
tems?
Vehicles Not Meeting IHOT Criteria
PLS
The AMLS was selected as the reference vehicle
for the study, based upon the fact that it met the
vehicle criteria summarized above, had adequate
system/mission definition, and was consistent
with the IHOT study resources. It is also felt
that many of the conclusions drawn from the
AMLS selection will also have applicability to
NASP, and Shuttle Evolution.
5.1.3. Reference Mission
Several factors shaped the selection of the IHOT
reference mission. The primary mission objec-
tive was to be earth-to-orbit applications. In ad-
dition, substantial on-orbit maneuvering was de-
sired in order to assure justification of the need
for an IAPS. The mission duration should also
be long enough to require substantial APS usage,
while still being short enough to allow
"practical" application of cryo storage. Finally,
the mission need date must be compatible with
the technology maturation requirements and the
vehicle IOC. Two primary missions are cur-
rently identified for the AMLS vehicle:
Mission Characteristics
Space Station Resupply
Polar Platform Servicing
AMLS Mission
• 20KLb payload
• 262 NMi
• 28.5 Degrees
• 12KLb payload
• 150 NMi
• 98 Degrees
Definition
The Space Station Resupply was selected, based
upon meeting the mission criteria, and the avail-
ability of the data 5. Mission AV requirements
were established based upon the referenced NASA
mass properties/mission data, combined with a
Rockwell assessment of APS requirements. This
included nominal mission requirements, as well
as allowance for abort and failure criteria.
Advanced Manned Launch System
5 Shuttle II Status, Del Freeman, NASA
langley Research Center, August 24, 1988;
Shuttle II Desired System and Operational
Characteristics, Theodore A. Talay, NASA
Langley Research Center, September 22, 1987;
Shuttle II, The Langley Research Center Study,
Vehicle Analysis Branch
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5.2. Initial Concept Selection
5.2.1. Selection Criteria Definition
The scope, and objectives of the IHOT contract
made it necessary to survey a large number of po-
tential IAPS concepts with widely varying char-
acteristics. In order to accomplish this within
the study resources, the initial down-select of
concepts for the AMLS vehicle was performed in
a manner so as to assess the relative cost, opera-
tional, and performance characteristics for a sim-
plified representation of each system. Based
upon the results of this ranking, three systems
(two cryo IAPS, one SOA) were selected for sub-
sequent detailed evaluation. The following fig-
ure illustrates the simplified "APS model" used
for this initial assessment:
RCS
Functional Model for
OMS
Initial Evaluation
The following sections describe how the initial
down-select process was accomplished.
5.2.1.1. _st
The costs for the initial down-selection were
evaluated based upon three specific contributors.
• Development of Components
• Production Costs
• Operations & Support
For each component in the representative func-
tional model, an evaluation was made which re-
sulted in a ranking of 1 - 5 (5 best) for each ele-
ment of cost. These rankings were weighted
equally, and summed for the overall cost evalua-
tion. The result was a representative cost as-
sessment which included the effects of increased
cost for development of pumps, sophisticated en-
gines, and other components. Production costs
were assessed based on the number of compo-
nents required, size, type, and complexity.
Operations support was assessed based upon the
number of man-hours necessary for the specific
functional activities required of each concept.
5.2.1.2. Ground Operations
Evaluation of ground operations for each prospec-
tive IHOT concept included four specific areas:
• Runway operations
• Turnaround processing
• Launch pad servicing
• Return-to-flight
The manpower estimates for runway operations
include non-productive time waiting for orbiter
landing, safety checks prior to vehicle access,
crew removal and transport of the orbiter to the
processing facility. It is assumed that only the
aft RCS will remain active through the landing
approach phase of the mission. All other hydro-
gen/oxygen systems will be inerted on or-
bit/transition (OMS, FRCS, MPS, interconnect
lines...).
Turnaround testing will test/evaluate only those
components not used in flight. BITE (built-in-
test-equipment) will provide flight test data anal-
ysis for anomaly identification. It will also ac-
quire and evaluate the ground turnaround test data,
accounting for approximately 70% of the test
support required. Included in this would be most
internal/external leakage checks, instrumentation
checks, wiring validation, heater checks, mois-
ture sampling of gas systems, and evaluation of
valve signatures & timing. Helium tanks have
factors of safety (,IX) that allow pressurization to
flight loads at the orbiter processing facility
(OPF) prior to transfer to the pad. SOA hyper-
golic propellants will not be loaded at the pad,
but rather will require the removal of forward and
aft modules which will be transported to a dedi-
cated facility for all servicing operations and re-
turn-to-flight testing.
Launch pad servicing will be restricted to fill,
vent, and draining of cryo (liquid) hydrogen and
oxygen only; for all concepts. This allows elim-
ination of dedicated access and GSE structures at
the pad.
If a vehicle is withdrawn from normal flight op-
exations and must be processed for return-to-flight
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from standdown, it is assumed that all compo-
nents will be tested and evaluated. All electrical
equipment and most instrumentation will be
evaluated by BITE. GSE will be required for
some component testing, and will be mimimized
by utilization of BITE.
With the above functional requirements in mind,
each of the four major segments of ground opera-
tions were evaluated for each concept. The eval-
uation of each segment included a weighted as-
sessment of the relative GSE impact, labor im-
pact, indirect costs, and base & range support.
The sum of all of these contributors allowed a
comparative analysis of the ground operations
impacts of the different IHOT concepts
5.2.1.3. Other Criteria
In addition to criteria for evaluating cost and op-
erational effectiveness, each concept was evalu-
ated to identify any performance characteristics or
technical risk concerns which might disqualify it
from further consideration. These criteria in-
cluded system complexity, power requirements,
propellant/pressurant volume or mass con-
straints, and a range of technology issues which
might be discriminators.
5.2.2. Viable Altematives
The following table presents the key variables
which contributed to the definition of prospective
IHOT IAPS concepts:
Storage/
Transfer Fluid
Phase
Gas
Lktuid
Supercritical
Transfer
Mechanism
Pump
Pressure
Compressor
Conditioning
Requirements
None
Heat Exch'ger
Liquid Cond'g
Recirculation
Alternative Elements in lAPS Concepts
Consideration of the AMLS vehicle constraints,
the cost and operational criteria led to the devel-
opment of thirteen concepts for evaluation.
These concepts are summarized in Appendix A.
Functional
Group
Optional
Config'ns
Potential
OMS/RCS
Impacts
Gaseous
Storage,
Primary &
Vernier RCS
(1) Recharge
from
OMS/MPS,
blowdown
Liquid Storage,
Primary &
Vernier RCS
(2) 2-phase en-
gines, no ther-
mal cond'g, po-
tential large
MR/thrust ex-
cursions
(3) No two
phase flow, but
requires over-
board bleed
(4) No two
phase flow,
propellant recirc
with electric
Liquid Storage,
Gaseous
Primary &
Vernier RCS
(5) Hi-pressure
storage & pres-
sure fed liquid
transfer to HX
(6) Low-press.
storage, elec.
pump fed liquid
transfer to I-IX
(7) Low-press.
storage, gas-
turbine pump!
fed to HX
Liquid Storage,
Supercritical
Transfer
Primary &
Vernier RCS
(8) Potential
large MR/thrust
variations, no
thermal cond'g
(9) Feed system
recirculation,
with bleed to
tank
(10) Electrically
driven feed sys-
tem recirc
pumps
Supercritical
Storage &
Transfer to
Primary &
Vernier RCS
(11) Potential
large MR/thrust
variations, no
thermal cond'g
(12) Electrically
driven recite
pumps
pumps
Requires sepa- Goodcandidates (5) probably Goodcandidates
rate OMS tank- for common separate, for common
age OMSIRCS (6),(7) possibly OMSIRCS
tankage common tankage
Summary of Initial lAPS System Characteristics
Requires sepa-
rate OMS tank-
age
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5.2.3. Results of Initial Screening
The results of the initial screening of IHOT con-
cepts are shown in the table below. Concepts
were selected based upon their LCC, simplicity,
and minimization of technical risk concerns such
as two-phase flow at thruster inlets. The selected
lAPS concepts were Options 1 (gaseous RCS,
liquid OMS) and 4 (liquid OMS/RCS, with recir-
culation). The only competing systems were the
supercritical systems (11, 12), but the enormous
power requirements to supply primary RCS pro-
pellant fiowrates led to their disqualification.
A description of the ground operations contribu-
tors and assumptions is included in Appendix B.
1 2
NORMALIZED LCC SENS'Y
Development 35
Production 86
Ground Operations 31
Weighted ,,_; Equal Wt. 51
Weighted _,; 25125/50 % 46
NORMALIZED PERF. CHAR'S
System Complexity 43
Power Requirements 0
Propellant/Press't Volume 57
Propellant/Press't Mass 65
Weighted _,; 40140/10110% 29
TECHNICAL RISK
CONCERNS
Two Phase Flow Thrusters
Zero-(; Liquid Acquisition
Zero-G Gaging
Integrated SSME (press'n syst.) .
Liquid Thrusters
Gaseous Thrusters/Gas Gen'r •
Supercritic_ Bellows
In-Tank Heater/Mixer
High Pressure Pump
Heat Exchanger
Fuel Cell/Rediator Limits
CONCEPT OPTIONS
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
86 64 71 74 90 100 88 88 91 68 75
85 86 86 100 98 99 90 90 91 84 85
60 65 62 85 78 100 92 92 92 54 54
77 72 73 86 89 100 90 90 91 69 71
73 70 70 86 86 100 91 91 92 65 67
40 43 57 73 97 100 68 71 86 60 78
0 0 1 0 8 1 8 8 8 100 I00
52 I00 52 73 55 57 46 46 46 36 36
59 100 59 63 58 59 55 55 55 55 55
27 37 34 43 53 52 41 42 48 73 80
Results of Initial IAPS Concept Screening
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5.3. Detailed Concept Evaluation
5.3.1. Oroundmles and Key Assumptions
The following three sections describe the
groundrules and key assumptions in the areas of
cost, ground operations, and vehicle requirements
which shaped the selected IHOT concepts.
5.3.1.1. Cost
One of the primary differences between IHOT and
previous APS studies is it's emphasis on cost as
a measure of merit at a very early phase of the
design cycle. Previous work typically involved a
heavy emphasis on high performance, and low
weight. IHOT acknowledges the key drivers of
future space systems to be low cost and enhanced
operational effectiveness. This is reflected in the
IHOT groundrule that an estimate of the life cy-
cle cost must be made for each of the selected
concepts. Cost may then be used as a figure of
merit for evaluating the relative effectiveness of
different approaches to IAPS.
In addition, generation of LCC for each concept
assists in the generation and prioritization of lists
of technology requirements necessary to support
future lAPS systems. Increased development
costs may be traded against higher operational
expenditures.
One key area of concern which could not be ad-
dressed regarding cost was a complete vehicle
level trade. The absence of detailed cost and con-
figurational data for the AMLS vehicle meant
that the LCC benefits of (for example) a low-
cost, "heavy _ lAPS could not be traded against
the cost of carrying that inert weight to orbit.
Detailed cost analysis of integrated vehicle char-
acteristics will have to await further AMLS defi-
nition.
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5.3.1.2. Ground Operations
Ground operations, if not included at the earliest
phases of design definition, can be a major cost
driver for future lAPS configurations.
Conversely, early concern for ease of servicing
and operations can result in the sharing of GSE,
interfaces, and functions with other vehicle sys-
tems as well as a dramatic reduction in serial op-
erations. This approach results in substantial re-
ductions in ground operations even for conven-
tional hypergolic APS. For cryo lAPS it may
result in the elimination of all, or most of the
operations specifically concerning servicing of
the lAPS at the pad; where all possible inter-
faces/operations would be shared with other sub-
systems. The groundrules and assumptions de-
scribed in this section have been imposed on all
lAPS and hypergolic designs. This not only re-
suited in proper concern with operations and ser-
vicing at the earliest phases of the design pro-
cess, but also assured a fair assessment of the po-
tential for new SOA designs which would be
specifically geared towards more efficient servic-
ing.
The groundrules and assumptions regarding
ground operations described in this section in-
volve several specific areas of emphasis:
• Use of the "clean pad" concept
• Definition of specific operations design
guidelines
• Alteration of the current philosophy to-
wards testing
• Definition of additional instrumentation to
support required testing and data acquisi-
tion
• Assumptions involving new types of
component functional and leak tests
The "clean pad" concept utilized in the IHOT
study applies to all three IHOT configurations
which were carried forward for detailed evaluation.
The term "clean pad" refers to an absolute mini-
mum of slructure exposed to launch blast effects,
resulting in greatly reduced pad maintenance.
The cryogenic IAPS concepts (1 & 4) load OMS
and RCS propellant through the main propulsion
interfaces, while the SOA concept is loaded and
serviced completely off-line during turnaround
processing, and would go to the pad ready for
launch. Note that RCS propellants for Concept
1 are supplied by the main propulsion system
during ascent, and are not loaded on the ground.
On the ground the Concept 1 RCS tanks are at
ambient conditions, with an inert pressurant
back-fill.
The designs for all three concepts were con-
strained to accommodate the ground ops design
guidelines shown in the following table.
1. Built-in test equipment (BITE) utilization on the vehicle allows diagnostic routines both in flight and
on the ground without putting all data to be evaluated on the downlink. Self-test enhances confidence in
results.
2. Expert system leak monitor allows accurate evaluation at any ambient temperature - even unstabilized.
3. Replacement of 2-stage regulators with redundant regulators eliminates a second reference pressure
source set-up.
4.Use of only eleclsically operated isolation valves simplifies diagnostic and checkout routines that elimi-
nate external GSE in many cases.
5. Minimum use of check valves, using isolation valves instead (where possible) to reduce vehicle-to-
GSE interface requirements and test time.
6. Replacement of relief valves by pressure transducer activated isolation valves may be an item to reduce
checkout time and vehicle GSE interface complexity
7. Component number reduction saves manhours, BITE complexity, and vehicle interfaces.
8. Elimination of complex components reduces need for complex diagnostic sensors, and lowers checkout
time.
9. Component type standardization reduces types of GSE, procedural direction, spares, training, BITE-rou-
tines, etc.
10. Elimination of launch pad operations above pad level avoids between launch maintenance, blast dam-
age repair, and minimize interface cleaning. Only cryo propellant servicing is provided at the pad.
11. Increased pressurant tank safety factor will allow personnel access to vehicle at operating pressures.
Avoids servicing at the pad & blowdown post-flight.
12. Accept factory or bench test data for LRU's to eliminate test lines to veh. !/F
Ground Operations Time/Cost Savings Through Design
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The test philosophy which guided the assessment
and definition of all three concepts specifically
addressed the reduction of ground test efforts, and
enhancements to current practices for real-time
monitoring of system operation. This philoso-
phy towards testing is summarized below:
1. All possible or practical testing that can
safely be performed on-orbit or during other
mission phases will be implemented.
2. Propellant and helium tank relief will at-
tempt to use solenoid valves instead of pneu-
matically/ mechanically actuated valves, with
trigger signal provided by pressure transducers
to simplify procedures for periodic testing.
3. Do not repeat successful on-orbit tests dur-
ing ground checkout.
4. Utilize normally open solenoid valves,
rather than manual valves.
5. Eliminate the dual regulator concept used on
Shutde, due to the difficulty of testing (two
regulated reference pressures required). The pre-
ferred'method is to use three parallel regulators
with isolation valves, where any one leg may
be selected for use.
6. Eliminate multiple level check valves where
possible, to simplify on-orbit evaluation or
anomaly investigations.
7. Test environment - temperature controlled
environment is not required for leak testing if
an expert system is employed for both on-board
and ground BITE.
8. Propellant sevicing lines will be bled/vented
at the pad during fill or hold-for-launch. OMS
lines will be evacuated on orbit after the re-en-
try transition bum. Concept 1 RCS lines will
be evacuated during ascent, and then pressurized
from the MPS for proper fill.
9. Both the Ground System and BITE must
have adequate resolution to do leak checks, and
a sampling rate that will support millisecond
range valve timing, crack and reseat checks for
fast response valves.
10.On the pad, use approach of BITE monitor
of go/no go status for engines and other ele-
i ments of lAPS.
IHOT Test Philosopy
The sensing, monitor, and control of the
OMS/RCS functions, both in the mission and
during turnaround processing will be performed
by BITE. The ground system will also incorlx>-
rate BITE which will supplement that on the ve-
hicle, acting as a repository for accumulated
flight data and furnishing additional test routines,
monitor and recording capability for all vehicles
of the fleet as they pass through the turn-around
facility.
The types of test equipment required to support
in-flight data recording or test routines will in-
clude insmamentation of the following types:
Redundant pressure and temperature transducers
in the lines upstream and downsu'eam of each
active component and tank
Flow measurement systems in selected fill,
drain and vent lines
Hazardous (hydrogen) gas monitors in vehicle
compartments
Leak detectors for both propellants at all non-
welded mechanical fittings
Accelerometers near each engine
Engine valve currents
Position and limit event measurements
Voltage measurements at selected valves
Command events, both switch and software is-
sue
Software anomaly flags
_.ngine erosion evalua, tion
Instrumentation to Support In-flight
Recording and Test
These sensors will provide information to an on
board expert system that can evaluate, for exam-
ple, leakage by PVT relationships between any
two closed sections of the system by using in-
puts of pressure and temperature data, the gas ta-
bles and system volumes in its memory, and
other knowledge data about measurement toler-
ances, acceptable limits, etc. Another applica-
tion of the expert concept would be the evalua-
tion of system sensor data during each opera-
tional flight sequence, where Irend analysis would
flag deviations from nominal measurement char-
acteristics or tolerances.
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BITE routines presently identified for this con-
cept include those listed below:
• Valve cycling of isolation valves to test indi-
vidual segments of redundant valves, such as:
(a) 3x3
(b) 2x3
(c) lx3
(d) 2x2
• Valve operational timing, with tables listing
performance parameters for each type, including
engines.
• PVT parameters such as gas law tables, pres-
sure and temperature sensor coefficients, system
volume data versus pressure, etc.
• Pressure decay monitor versus temperature
(mass loss) of closed fluid lines.
• Engine igniter system performance evaluation
• Engine performance characteristics versus de-
sign
• Combustion stability monitor and cut-off sys-
tem
• Nozzle burn-through instrumentation monitor
and cut-off system
RCS
• Fuel regulator flow, lockup, & creep
• Oxidizer regulator flow, Iockup,& creep
• Isolation valve thermal relief, cracking, &
reseat pressures (fuel, oxidizer)
• Isolation valve operating times, open/close
• Relief valve system operating time, open
• Thruster chamber pressure calibration
• Thruster leak detection sensor (temperature)
checkout
OMS
• Helium regulator flow, lockup, &creep
• Fuel check valve cracking pressure, flow
• Oxidizer check valve cracking pressure, flow
• Isolation valve thermal relief, cracking & re-
seat pressures (fuel, oxidizer)
• Isolation valve operating times, open and
close
• Relief system valve operating times, open
• Check valve individual cracking pressure
• Engine instrumentation checks
Shuttle-Derived OMS/RCS Functional
Test Summary
The functional series of tests required to support
turnaround processing were developed from
Shuttle-derived processing techniques summarized
in the functional and leak test summary tables on
this page, and modified as indicated by recent
studies to improve ground operations 6. IHOT
Concept 1 (gaseous RCS, liquid OMS) was stud-
ied in detail as a representative example for iden-
tifying functional tests, and leak tests which
must be performed for a cryo-based H2/O2 sys-
tem. This assessment indicated that component
functional tests may include all, or subsets of the
accompanying list shown on this page.
Similarly, leak tests which may be required could
include any or all of the following Shuttle-de-
rived tests:
RCS
• Fuel manifolds, fwd intern.(comp.-to-comp.)
• Oxidizer manifolds, fwd internal
• Tank outlet, fuel fwd internal
• Tank outlet, oxidizer fwd internal
• Tank isolation, MPS GO2 fwd & reverse in-
ternal (thermal relief)
• Tank isol'n, MPS GH2 fwd & reverse inter-
nal
• Thruster fwd and reverse leakage, fuel
• Thruster fwd and reverse leakage t oxidizer
OMS
• Fuel manifold, fwd leakage
• Oxidizer manifold, fwd leakage
• Fuel inerting, fwd leakage
• Oxidizer inerting, fwd leakage
• Fuel tank isolation, fwd leakage
• Oxidizer tank isolation, fwd leakage
• Fuel fill/drain, fwd leakage
• Oxidizer fall/drain, fwd leakage
• Fuel vent & relief, fwd leakage
• Oxidizer vent & relief, fwd leakage
• Fuel check valve isolation, fwd leakage
(check valves in Concept 4)
• Fuel check valve isolation, cracking press.
• Fuel check valve isolation, reverse leakage
• Oxidizer check valve isolation, fwd leakage
• Oxidizer check valve isol'n, cracking press.
• Oxidizer check valve isorn, reverse leakage
• Helium isolation, fwd leakage @ reg. out
• Helium f'dl, reverse leakage
• Engine valve leakage, fuel fwd & reverse (for
degradation of propellant valve seals)
• Engine valve leakage Toxidizer fwd & reverse
Shuttle-Derived Leak Test Summary
6Circa 2000 System, Shuttle Ground Operations
Efflciencies Study, Vol. 6, Boeing, July, 1988;
Operationally Efficient Propulsion System Study
(OEPSS), Rockwell - Rocketdyne, ALS90-36,
13 Feb. 1990.
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From the ground operations side of the AMLS
(again, utilizing Concept 1 for reference), leak
rateGSE is requiredfor the evaluation of the fol-
lowing components which cannot be evaluated in
flight by BITE:
1. System vent and relief valves
2. System inerting valves (OMS)
3. Fill and drain valves (OMS)
4. Gaseous propellant fill valves
A "PVT" expert system is suitable for the fol-
lowing tests:
1. Tank outlet isolation valve up-to-down leak-
age
2. Engine isolation valve (OMS) up-to-down
leakage
3. Manifold isolation valve (RCS) up-to-down
leakage
4. Thruster propellant valve forward leakage
A detailed assessment of the tasks required for
evaluation of sub-system performance prior to
launch was performed and tabulated in a series of
tables for Concept 1, to serve as a model for
evaluation of the other concepts. The tabulation
defines by component the types of tests that
might be tin'formed (from those Shuttle-based re-
quirements listed previously), the interval at
which these tests must be performed, ie: each
turnaround cycle (T/A), following replacement
(LRU), or at a major maintenance interval (each
5th, 10th .... flight). The supporting tasks to
perform the test, the estimated manhours (MH),
and ground support equipment (GSE) are also
presented for each test type. The circled GSE
numbers refer to those in the subsequent tabula-
tion (see: Concept 1,4 Turnaround Processing
Station GSE) for the turnaround processing sta-
tion. Note that discussions with design engineer-
ing after these tables were presented resulted in
the use of the component acceptance test data,
rather than performance of thermal relief (reverse
flow) testing. Thus, this item was not included
in the final tam-around timeline data.
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Detail Task Description, Isolation Valve
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Concept 1
Detail Task Description
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(Note: no check valves in Concept 1, data used in other concept timelines)
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The use of on-orbit test, utilizing BITE, and
staff-reductions thru the use of robotics was fac-
tored into the task flow, equipment, and man-
hour estimates. Thus, the total support staff
may only consist of a console operator to control
robotics, BITE, and on-board systems which
support the test sequence. The robotics applica-
tion in this case would be employed to connect
or disconnect any ground system interface.
Maintenance interval testing and LRU (line-re-
placeable unit) efforts were also considered in the
equipment requirements listed for each compo-
nent. and cross referenced to an overall GSE list.
Concept 1
OMS/RCS GSE Configuration Data Sheet
Turnaround Processing Station
Functional Reoulrements
• Provide Recelvk_g & Hmdl_ • Pr(wkie Compimml Teet_g
• Provide Accaee • Provide Heal_ Mmdl_rb_g
• Provide InqNctlen • Provide Repair= as Requlrmd
• Provide F'mem_lz_km & Pwge
IO
NO. NAME QTY. SK COST
Q LEAK DETECTOR 2 40
Q FLOW RATE MONITOR UNIT 2 40
Q INTERFACE DISCONNECTS 4 100
Q HELIUM SUPPLY 1 45
Q HELIUM; TANK PRESS'N UNITS 3 30
Q NffFIOGEN SUPPLY 1 45
Q APS AREA PURGE UNIT 1 10
Q INTERFACE DISCONNECTS I 150
Q POWER SUPPLY'GROUND 1 15
(_ BITE iNTERFACE UNIT I 10
BITE INTERFACE UNIT 1 10CONTRO{. CENTER INTERFACE UNIT 1 10
_) WORK STATION (¢onsobs) 3 30
WORK STATION (amnwm) 1 30
_) THROAT PLUG SET Oll_ 1 10
_) THROAT PLUG SET RC_ MAIN 1 40
(_ THROAT PLUG SET RCS VERNIER I 5
_) THROAT PRESSURRAI_ON SET OMS 1 15
_) THROAT PRESSURIZATION SET MRCS 1 10
THROAT PRESSURiZA_ON SET VRC_ 1 5
) APS ACCESS PLATFORM 1 40
_) APS ACCESS • LIGHTING 1 5.
e APS EXTERIOR PLATFORM 1 20
) LRU REMOVE/REPLACE TOOL SET 1 20
APS DOLLY 1 40
) OMS ENGINE HANDLING FIXTURE 1 15
e OMS ENGINE ALIGNMENT FIXTURE 1 15
OMS ENGINE DOLLY 1 15
_20
llm-2a
Concept 1, 4 Turnaround Processing Station GSE
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A delta estimate to the above GSE was prepared
for Concept 13 (SOA). The following table pro-
vides a detailed listing of the additional hardware,
components, and associated costs which would be
involved for systems utilizing hypergolic propel-
lants. The product of this, and the tables listed
above, was the set of assumptions and
groundrules which allowed the generation of a
manhour estimate for testing of each component
(for the respective Concepts), and a definition of
the amount of GSE required to support these
tests.
GSE - Handling
H70-0511 Lift Beam $0.2M
-0580 Aft sling 0.05
-0598 Fwd sling 0.12
-0661 Fwd handing frame 0.20
-0679 APS handling frame 0.49
-0713 APS cradle 0.40
-0715 Fwd cradle 0.02
$1.480M
Concept 1; $0.81M
$1.480M
GSE - Transport
Tractor 0.06
Trailer 0.05
$0.11M $0.11M
GSE : Servicing
Work station consoles 0.02
Nitrogen pressurization 0.096
Helium pressurization 0.10
Fuel servicing 1.25
Oxidizer servicing 1.75
Fuel vapor scrubber 0.18
Oxidizer vapor scrubber 0.30
SCAPE suites (10) 1.00
SCAPE maintenance 1.00
SCAPE air system 1.00
$6.696M $6.696M
GSE - Maintenance
Engine items, RCS 1.00
Engine items, OME 1.00
Welding, brazing 1.00
$3.00 $3.00
Facility
Includes overhead cranes,
HVAC, fluid distribution,
electrical power...
9.00
$9.00M $9.00M
Total $21.096M
Concept 13 (SOA) Additions to GSE Requirements
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5.3.1.3. Vehicle Requirements
Reliability
The reliability and failure requirements for the
IHOT concepts were based upon the groundrules
established for the AMLS and PLS vehicles.
Specifically, all elements of the selected designs
were to be man-rated per JSC232117, with space-
craft systems designed for fail operational/fail
safe operation. This is reflected in the number of
components in each concept, and the topology of
the respective APS systems.
Margin/ Reserves
Tanks used for storage of two-phase propellants
incorporated a 5% factor in establishing the size
to allow for ullage. Due to the lack of definition
of the AMLS vehicle, no other allowance for
propellant margin or reserves was included. This
same groundrule was applied uniformly to all
three concepts.
Mission Constraints
Selection of the reference mission for AMLS
(Space Station resupply) was covered previously
in Section 5.1.3. The primary impact on the
IHOT study of AMLS mission constraints was
to establish the quantity, size, and location of the
IAPS engines (primary/vernier RCS, OMS).
The following table summarizes the issues con-
sidered.
• Location, and quantity of engines must sat-
isfy fail op/fail safe criterion
• Must be consistent with Shuttle desire for
increased vernier control
• No "fast-separation" maneuver requiring pri-
mary thrusters forward (AMLS sep'n maneuver
under MPS power)
• Impingement/contamination of Space
Station by AMLS thrusters
• Thruster concerns of aero-heating, moment
arms 1 etc.
• Adequate control during initial aerodynamic
descent envelope
Mission Constraint Issues
In addition, the potential impact on the specific
lAPS concept of a number of abort scenarios
were considered, including return-to-launch site,
abort-to-orbit, propellant dump requirements, and
RCS for safe return. To the depth possible in the
IHOT study, the needs of these concerns were
provided for in the detailed system definition and
schematics.
7Guidelines for Man Rating Space Systems,
Advanced Programs Office, Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center, September, 1988 (preliminary
draft)
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As indicated in the following figure, several
nominal trajectories are possible for rendezvous
with the Space Station.
tGulded' VBAR
IFt"L a,taltlon i
Nominal Docking Approaches to Space
Station
The parallel VBAR approach was investigated for
the size/quantity/location verification of the
IHOT AMLS concepts. In this instance, the ap-
proaching vehicle docking mechanism is aligned
with the target vehicle (Space Station) docking
mechanism at a distance 'd' as shown in the fig-
ure above. The approaching vehicle initiates an
incremental velocity, AVi, in the direction of the
target vehicle. The value of AVi can be calcu-
lated from the following figure, based upon the
final impact velocity, AVf, and the distance, 'd'.
v, ft/se¢
0.4 AV2 ................
0.3 J
270 nm altitude0.2
0.1 _l_#lllr
!
tO0 200 300 400 $00 (d, it)
Parallel VBAR Approach Rate
As the vehicle approaches the Space Station, the
approaching vehicle CG drops below the docking
point, towards the earth 8. A force, T, can be
applied at an inclination (-10 deg) up and away
SA Parallel V-bar with Engine Canting, JSC
Memo FM2-85-89, Sept 24, 1985.
IL FSD&P/IGN&C 90-760-002, G.D. Carden,
Jan. 5, 1990.
Space Station Program Orbiter Mating Interim
Assessment Report, NASA JSC-32030, Feb.
1987.
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from the Space Station which will result in
bringing the approaching vehicle to the docking
line and in reducing its forward approach veloc-
ity. This process is repeated several times de-
pending on the distance, 'd', the intervals between
force, T, application, and the duration of the
force.
As indicated by the two previous figures, the
only translational force required after the initial
velocity AVi is the T force, which is sufficient
to keep the vehicle z-axis roughly parallel with
the Space Station docking axis (or velocity vec-
tor). The thrust "I" may be provided by the aft
primary thrusters on AMLS. While performing
the parallel VBAR docking approach, the vehi-
cle's attitude may be maintained by the vernier
thrusters. Initial IHOT investigations indicated
no need for forward primary thrusters under the
VBAR approach. No other mission phases were
identified which would mandate the need for for-
ward primary thrusters. Separation from the
Space Station may be accomplished by unlatch-
ing the interfaces and using a small (mechanical)
pushoff. The vehicle will drift down and forward
relative to the Space Station. During the separa-
tion maneuver, the attitude control is maintained
by the vernier thrusters. In this case (as with
docking), no forward primary thrusters are needed
to perform the separation maneuver.
The location and type of IHOT thrusters for all
three concepts are shown in the figure below.
This was the configuration which was evaluated
for VBAR feasibility. The size of the thrusters
which resulted are summarized in the following
section, and were determined based upon provid-
ing adequate control for Space Station docking,
and a preliminary orbital mechanics assessment
of the thrust and impulse requirements for an
AMLS-size vehicle.
0o0o0
I
primary vernier
Note_:
1. Options I and 4 require 30MS engiw, s, for adequate redundancy (no OMS/RCS i_tneonnea).
2. Up fwd verniers triple redundant, to aepanae [nxn Stati¢_. Not mq'd
for dawn fn'inll (safe renn'n peus_le with 2 faihnes).
3. Enllines not m scale.
AMLS Thruster Locations
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5.3.2. Def'mition of Selected Concepts
The following four sections define the specific
characteristics of the IHOT concepts developed
for AMLS. The first section summarizes the
component sizing, characteristics, and mass
properties for ease of comparison of the three se-
lected concepts. The next three sections describe
the specific functional and operational characteris-
tics of the concepts, including schematics, as-
sumptions, and unique features.
5.3.2.1. Engine and Component Definition
The top-level performance, size, and mass-prop-
erty characteristics are summarized in this sec-
tion. The table below summarizes the engine
characteristics for the three IHOT APS concepts.
Performance characteristics for Option 13 were
derived from Shuttle performance. The tech-
niques for determining the engine performance for
Options 1 and 4 are described in Appendix E.
The next table summarizes the line sizes for the
three IHOT concepts.
Option
Exp'n Ratio Pc
Primary 22 100
Vernier 22 100
OMS 55 100
lsp, delivered Thrust Mixt.Ratio
310.5 870 16
305.9 50 16
425.7 4000 6
Option 4
Exp'n Ratio Pc
Primary 22 150
Vernier 22 150
OMS 100 800
Isp, delivered Thrust Mixt.Ratio
423.8 870 4
419.5 50 4
462.2 4000 6
Option
Exp'n Ratio Pc
Primary 22 150
Vernier 22 110
OMS 55 125
13 (SOA)
Isp, delivered Thrust Mixt.Ratio
280 870 1.6
265 50 1.6
313 6000 1.6
IHOT Engine Performance Parameters
Option 1; Line Sizes(in.)... est'd, for gaseous
Engine (02) Engine(H2) Manifold(O2) Manifold(H2)
2 1 4 2
0.5 0.25 1 0.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Option 4; Line Sizes(in.)
Engine (02) Engine(H2) Manifold(O2) Manifold(H2)
0.75 1.25 1.5 1.25
0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Option 13; Line Sizes(in.)
Engine (N204) Engine(MMH) Manifold(N204) Manifold(MMH)
0.75 0.625 1.5 1.5
0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
IHOT Engine Line Sizes
Primary
Vernier
OMS
Primary
Vernier
OMS
Primary
Vernier
OMS
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The propellant and pressurant requirements for
the IAPS concepts were determined based upon
the vehicle mission requirements discussed in
section 5.3.1.3. Option 1 requires no helium
pressurant, and provides gaseous hydrogen and
oxygen (from the RCS tanks) as pressurant for
the OMS system. Option 4 has a single helium
tank for each cryogen, which provides pressurant
to the RCS system and part of the OMS net pos-
itive suction head (NPSH) requirements. The
expander cycle OMS engine provides autogenous
pressurant during operation. Option 13 requires
separate helium bottles for the forward and aft
RCS modules, since there is no interconnection
between these systems.
Option 1
Primary
Vernier
Pressurant
OMS
Totals
02 Mass H2 Mass 02 Volume H2 Volume
(Ib) (Ib) (ftA3) (ftA3)
1822 114 756 517
455 29 (included) (included)
750 205 (included) (included)
17677 2946 261 700
(Volumes include 5% ullage)
20704 lb 3294 Ib 1017 ft 3 1217 ft 3
Option 4
Primary *
Vernier *
OMS
Totals
02 Mass H2 Mass He Mass 02 Volume H2 Volume He Vol
(Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (ft^3) (ft^3) (ft^3)
1249 312 47.2 23 97.5 (incl., OMS)
310 78 (included) ('mcluded) (included) (incl., OMS)
16281 2714 112.3 240 678.4 56.7
*(Note: RCS propellant qty includes 10% for venting losses, Volumes include 5% ullage)
17840 Ib 3104 lb 159.5 lb 263 ft3 775.9 ft3 56.7 ft3
FWD RCS
Aft RCS
OMS
Option 13 (SO^)
N204 Mass MMH Mass He Mass N204 Vol. MMH Vol. He Vol
(Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (ftA3) (ft^3) (ft^3)
560 350 1.1 6.2 6.3 0.4
1120 700 2.3 12.4 12.8 0.9
17300 113800 35 192 197 12.5
Totals 18980 lb 11850 Ib 38.4Ib 210.6ft3 216.1 ft3 13.8ft3
IHOT
The comparative mass properties of the three
IHOT concepts are defined in the following table.
The assumptions and analyses responsible for
definition of specific engine weights are defined
in Appendix F. The derivation of mass proper-
ties for the small flow control components
Propellant and Pressurant Requirements
(valves, etc.) are detailed in Appendix G, and
summarized below. Tank weights for storage of
cryogens are based upon the use of a dewar simi-
lar in design to Shuttle PRSD tanks, but adjusted
for the appropriate operating conditions. The
high-pressure gaseous RCS propellant storage
tanks of Option 1 are composite wrapped, with
an aluminum liner for the hydrogen, and an
inconel liner for the oxygen. The mass
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properties of Helium tanks reflect a 4:1 safety
factor, to allow safe access to the vehicle after the
Option 1
Comp. Qty Unit Tot. Comp.
/Veh Wgt Wt.
tanks have been pressurized in the processing
facility (eliminates helium at the pad).
Option 4 Option 13
Qty Unit Tot Comp. Qty Unit
/Veh Wgt Wt. /Veh Wgt
Tot
Wt
Tankage Tankage Tankage
RCS RCS Helium - Fw
Helium 0 0 Helium 0 0.0 0 Helium - Aft
Hydrogen 1 2647.4 2647 Hydrogen 1 582.6 583 mmh- Fw
Oxygen 1 2662.2 2662 Oxygen 1 88.7 89 nto- Fw
OMS OMS mmh - Aft
Helium 0 0.0 0 Helium(H2) 1 954.6 955 nta - Aft
Hydrogen 1 2821.8 2822 Helium(O2) 1 75.6 76
Oxygen 1 614.6 615 Hydrogen 1 572.2 572
Oxygen 1 130.5 131
2 3.0 6
2 106.0 212
1 29.0 29
1 29.0 29
1 755.0 755
1 755.0 755
Distribution Distribution Distribution
Lines, Lines, Lines,
Manifolds 8 68.9 551 Manifolds 8 1216 Manifolds
Regulators 6 15.7 94 Regulators I2 7.3 88 Regulators
Disconnects 0 Disconnects 0 Disconnects
Orifice 0 0 Orifice 2 0 Orifice
14 166
12 1.9 23
Valves Valves
Isolation 90 4.8 430 Isolation
Check 0 0 Check
Quad check 0 0 Relief
Relief 0 0 Fill/Drain
Fill/Drain 4 5.1 20 Manifold
Manual 0 0
124 3.5 434
I 1.4 1
0 1.5 0
4 5.0 20
36 3.2 114
Valves
Isol(hi
press)
Isol (Io
press)
3x3 check
Relief
Fill/Drain
He
mmh
nto
Manifold
Vlv
24
12
4
4
4
2
2
48
1.2
4.4
3.3
2.3
0.7
1.1
2.0
4.4
28
52
13
9
0
3
2
4
2O9
Elec. Comp's Elec.Comps
Recirc. Pump 0 0 Recite.
Pump
Elec. Motor 0 0 Elec. Motor
Tank Heater 0 Tank Heater
Engines Engines
RCS RCS
Primary 18 34.6 623 Primary
Vernier 21 9.3 195 Vernier
OMS 3 225.8 677 OMS
4 0.9
4 0.5
Elec. Motor
3 Tank Heater
Engines
RCS
18 22.0 396 Primary
21 5.3 111 Vernier
3 181.8 545 OMS
0
18 33.2 598
21 9.4 197
2 302.0 604
TOTAL 154 11338 TOTAL
IHOT lAPS Mass
It should be noted in the previous table that no
allowance is made for the structural weight of the
actual forward and aft modules for Option 13.
This would shift the inert weight comparison
strongly towards the lAPS options.
243 5336, TUI'AL
Properties Summary
179 3693
The final table of engine and component defini-
tion describes the volumetric packaging effi-
ciency of the IAPS tankage. From this, and the
previous table it is clear that the operational ben-
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efits of H2/O2 lAPS systems exact a price in
weight and packaging. It must be remembered,
however, that the drivers of this study were cost
and operations not high performance.
Traditionally, one considers hydrogen/oxygen
systems for their inherent high performance due
to the energy of the propellants. One of the pri-
mary objectives of IHOT, however, was to de-
termine the performance penalty (if any) that a
hydrogen/oxygen lAPS might impose on the
next generation of manned launch vehicles, com-
pared to a well-designed hypergolic (SEA) APS.
The tables of this section indicate that the cryo
lAPS concepts are less efficient from a packaging
viewpoint, but very competitive in terms of
loaded system weight (Concept 1:775 lb
penalty; Concept 4:8121 lb benefit, compared to
Concept 13), as illustrated in the final figure.
Comp.
Option 1
Qty Vol. Press.
/Veh (ft ^3) (psla)
Tankage
RCS
Helium 0
Hydrogen 1 517 2470
Oxygen 1 756 1200
OMS
Helium 0
Hydrogen 1 700 132
Oxygen 1 261 132
Total Vol. 2234
Comp.
Option 4
Qty Vol. Press.
/Veh (ft^3) (psla)
Tankage
RCS
Helium 0
Hydrogen 1 98 195
Oxygen 1 23 195
OMS
Helium (H2) 1 54 4000
Helium (02) 1 3 4000
Hydrogen 1 678 25
Oxygen I 240 25
1096
IHOT Volumetric Packaging Comparison
Comp.
Tankage
Helium, Fw
Helium,Aft
mmh- Fw
nto - Fw
mmh - Aft
nto - Aft
Option 13
Qty Vol.
/Veh (ft ^3)
Press.
(ps|a)
2 0.4 4000
2 13.4 4000
1 6.3 250
1 6.2 250
1 209.8 250
1 204.4 250
440.5
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
1 Loaded System Weight (Ib)[=1T lal System Volume (113)
Option I Option 4 Opl_on 13
Comparison of Concept Weights and Volumes
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5.3.2.2. Gaseous RCS, Liquid OMS lAPS
The Option 1 lAPS concept resulted from an at-
tempt to create the simplest possible configura-
tion which would meet the AMLS mission re-
quirements. Minimal ground operations are key
objectives of all IHOT concepts. As illustrated
in the system schematic, Option 1 imposes no
additional ground interfaces on the AMLS design,
utilizing the Main Propulsion System interfaces
for all fluid fill, vent, and drain. None of the
cost, man-power or schedule impacts from these
activities are charged to the Option I, as they are
routine activities which must be performed for
the MPS. Only those test, and servicing activi-
ties specifically related to the lAPS show up as
Option 1 cost and schedule items.
On the launch pad, prior to cryogen loading, this
concept is "safe" from a vehicle viewpoint.
There are no high pressure boules, and all tanks
(OMS, and RCS) have been back-filled with an
inert gas to a few psi above ambient pressure (at
the processing facility). During MPS fill, the
OMS tanks are filled with liquid hydrogen and
oxygen. The RCS tanks remain inert thru load-
ing, and the entire launch sequence. During as-
cent, the RCS tanks are vented thru the thrusters,
and then pressurized with high pressure gaseous
propellants (2470 psi, hydrogen; 1200 psi, oxy-
gen) supplied by the MPS system. This process
would operate functionally very similar to the ex-
isting Shuttle external tank pressurization sys-
tem, which utilizes GO2 heated by the SSME
engine turbine exhaust, and GH2 tapped off of
the engine cooling jacket. As these propellants
are near ambient temperature, the RCS system
requires little or no insulation. The OMS tank-
age requires a vacuum-jacketed dewar design to
provide thermal protection for the cryogens.
As previously indicated (section 5.3.2.1), the
RCS primary and vernier thrusters operate at a
mixture ratio of 16:1 (see Appendix I-1). This
was done to provide hydrogen storage tanks of
"reasonable" size. At this mixture ratio the
gaseous storage tanks for the hydrogen and oxy-
gen propellants are much more nearly the same
size (756 ft3, oxygen; 517 ft 3, hydrogen) than
they would be if a more "typical" mixture ratio
were used. Specific engine and component char-
acteristics / performance parameters are summa-
rized in the previous section (5.3.2.1). The RCS
operating conditions (initial temperature and
pressure) were determined to assure desired opera-
tion during blowdown of the propellants (see
Appendix I, Appendix J).
Assumption_ :
All IHOT concepts must meet the redundancy and
failure tolerance requirements which apply to a
manned, reusable vehicle such as AMLS. These
requirements are summarized in the following
table:
Overall OMS/RCS Subsystem Must
Satisfy Fail Operational / Fail Safe
(FOFS) Criteria
• Subsystem can sustain one failure and not de-
grade the performance of the mission
• Any second failure within the subsystem
shall not preclude safe crew return
Exceptions to FOFS
• Pressure vessels shall be designed to adequate
margins, and are therefore exempt
• Combustion chambers and thrust chambers
shall be considered single failure tolerant (fail
safe)
• Components used only for ground servicing
shall be single failure tolerant
Safe Crew Return Requirements
• Two of three OMS engines plus sufficient
RCS for minimal entry control, or
• Sufficient aft RCS for de-orbit plus entry
control
Redundancy/ Failure Assumptions
In addition to the above general assumptions,
there are a number of system assumptions which
are specific to Option i. These assumptions are
summarized as follows:
• OMS ullage volume at lift-off, 5%
• OMS propellant feed system frictional losses,
tank to injector face, 30%
• Tank regulator control band is +/- 5% of
nominal OMS tank pressure of 130 psi
• Pressurant flowrate is 5X the liquid flowrate
to the OMS engines
• OMS heat transfer estimates increased by
20%
• OMS ullage pressure drops to 15 psi between
burns
• Final OMS tank pressure to be at 50% above
regulated pressure
• RCS propellant loading time of 200 seconds
used to size ascent transfer lines
• LO2 temperature @ 160 deg-R, LH2 @ 37
deg-R
Option 1 System Modeling
Assumptions
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System Schematic, Gaseous RCS, Liquid OMS lAPS Concept
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I
System Schematic, Gaseous RCS, Liquid OMS - RCS Detail
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Option 1 Features and Characteristics
In order to assure that the systems evaluated un-
tier IHOT adequately represented actual IAPS con-
cepts from a cost and operational viewpoint, sig-
nificant effort was applied towards system and
schematic definition. In Option 1 three OMS
engine control valves are used in series, as op-
posed to two tank isolation valves in parallel
with a set of quad engine control valves. This
simplifies the system configuration and reduces
check-out, while still providing a design which is
two failure tolerant (valves may fail in either po-
sition).
Cryogen fill and drain valves for Option 1 use
two solenoid valves in series instead of quad
valves. Since these valves are for ground opera-
tions they may be verified on the ground, and
still provide two fault tolerance for in-flight
valve leakage. These valves are not required for
flight operations.
Three OMS engines are required for Option 1, to
provide FOFS operation. Unlike Option 13, the
primary RCS may not be used as a de-orbit
backup. The OMS engines are, however, of a
simple pressure-fed design. This decreases the
number of components to check out and results
in fewer requirements for inerting purges.
The RCS meets the same system failure criteria
as the OMS. This is met by a combination of
redundant valves, regulators, engines, and the use
of three separate manifolds (both forward and aft),
to assure that pitch, roll, and yaw control is
available with a single manifold. The most in-
novative aspect of the Option 1 design is the use
of MPS-supplied propellants to pressurize the
RCS tanks during ascent. Option 1 requires
GH2 at 2470 psi, 400 deg-R; and GO2 at 1200
psi and 400 deg-R. This not only decreases
checkout and loading time prior to launch, but
significantly reduces the RCS tank weight. Due
to the IHOT criteria that only liquid hydrogen and
oxygen would be available at the pad, the Option
1 concept would require RCS tanks to be filled at
the AMLS processing facility (as the helium
tanks for Option 4). This, however, would re-
quire the safety factor for the tanks to be in-
creased from 1.4 to 4.0 in order to allow access
to the AMI.,S during transit and launch opera-
tions. The Option 4 and Option 13 helium tanks
utilize a safety factor of 4. Filling of the Option
1 RCS tanks during ascent allows a lower safety
factor, and is an enabling element in making the
concept feasible (from a safety and weight view-
poin0. This also maintains consistency with the
groundrule of future launch vehicles requiring
only liquid hydrogen and oxygen propellants at
the launch pad.
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5.3.2.3. All-Liquid lAPS
Option 4 is a concept which attempts to achieve
simplified operations and low cost with a more
"conventional" configuration than Option 1. The
primary technology challenges for this configura-
tion are assuring liquid cryogens at the RCS in-
let, and stable operation of the thrusters.
Proof of the Option 4 concept would result in the
elimination of the heat exchangers, accumulators,
and most of the pumps of past lAPS concepts
(see Appendix A). It also provides the best com-
bination of weight and performance (of the three
IHOT concepts studied).
Option 4 Features and Characteristics
The entire integrated OMS/RCS system is triple
redundanL
Two high pressure helium tanks supply ullage
independently to each propellant tank to avoid
vapor migration through componentry between
the fuel and oxidizer sides.
Downstream of the He tank, regulators supply
195 psi pressurant to the RCS tanks. The paral-
lel configuration provides the fall-closed redun-
dancy while two isolation valves in series up-
stream of each regulator provide the required fall-
open criteria.
The second set of regulators lower the pressure
further to supply the OMS tanks with 25 psi.
These regulators require three isolation valves,
normally closed, to maintain two fault tolerance
in preventing over-pressurization of the low pres-
sure OMS tanks while pressurizing the high
pressure RCS tanks.
Both OMS and RCS lank weights are based on
STS Power Reactant Storage tanks. The LO2
tanks are 718 lnconel, and the LH2 tanks are
2219 Aluminum. All tanks are assumed to be
vacuum jacketed. This is similar (with the ex-
ception of design pressure) to the design utilized
for the Option 10MS.
Triple redundant vent valves accommodate tank
overpresstafzation.
The propellant to each OME is supplied through
three electrically operated valves for oxidizer and
three for fuel, as per Option 1. This configura-
tion provides for the necessary fail open redun-
dancy since no tank isolation valves are used.
For fail closed conditions, the other engine can
continue with RCS back-up. Three engines are
baselined for adequate redundancy to meet abort
criteria.
The pump-fed expander cycle OME's are based on
Rocketdyne's Advanced Space Engine. High
pressure gas is tapped off to supplement pressur-
ization of the large OMS tanks.
Both the OMS and RCS are serviced with com-
mon lines. Valves in series prevent propellant
loss from inadvertent opening.
The fill and drain valves consist of a valve which
is only open when the ground coupling is in-
serted into it. A cap is screwed onto the discon-
nect. Redundancy is not considered necessary for
these components.
Check and isolation valves upstream of the RCS
tanks prevent propellant and/or vapor migration
into the RCS regulators, the normally opened
isolation valves and into the Helium tanks.
Small recirculation pumps eliminate propellant
gasification in localy heated regions by maintain-
ing a constant circulation loop from upstream of
the thrusters to the tanks. Three pumps in paral-
lel, with two isolation valves in series each pro-
vide the necessary fail open/fail closed redun-
dancy.
The propellant to the RCS is distributed through
three manifold arrangements. Each arrangement
consists of quad-redundant valve sets. The three
manifolds provide upstream isolation for each
group of redundant thrusters in case of thruster
valve leakage or failure to close.
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System Schematic, Liquid RCS & OMS lAPS Concept
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5.3.2.4. State-of-the-Art Hypergolic
OMS/RCS
Option 13 is to be used as a basis of comparison
for evaluating the relative cost, operations, and
performance benefits of H2/O2 IAPS systems.
As such, this option is not simply a Shuttle
OMS/RCS implementation for the AMLS vehi-
cle. Rather, it represents a reasonable "next-gen-
eration" hypergolic APS. As with Options 1 and
4, the primary criteria for Option 13 were low
cost and minimal operational complexity. This
is reflected in the pressure-fed design, using for-
ward and aft "modules" which can be processed,
loaded, and serviced off-line. Helium bottles
have a safety factor of 4x, to allow filling in the
processing facility and transport to the pad at
flight pressure with minimal risk to personnel.
The following section describes the functional
operation of Option 13, and illustrates the sys-
tem schematic for both the forward and aft mod-
ules.
Forward RCS Module
The entire Option 13 RCS system is triply re-
dundant (excluding tanks, pressure vessels, lines).
The forward module is easily removable and ser-
viced independently from the aft in the
Hypergolic Maintenance Facility. It is under-
stood that this was also the intent of the Shuttle
APS design. If an operationally efficient vehicle
is to be possible, however, design compromises
imposed on Shuttle must be avoided on AMLS.
The IHOT study attempts to quantify LCC and
operational issues so that the true program im-
pacts of future funding and design changes may
be evaluated.
In Option 13, two high pressure (4000 psi) he-
lium tanks supply pressurant independently to
each propellant tank to avoid vapor migration
through componentry (i.e. check valves) between
the fuel and oxidizer sides.
Three parallel regulators provide the required fail-
closed redundancy while two isolation valves in
series upstream of each regulator provide the re-
quirecl fail-open criteria. Eliminating the dual
regulators presently used on the STS will enable
in-flight checkout of each regulator as well as the
isolation valves.
crossfeed). The check valves are required to pre-
vent propellant vapor migration upstream into
the regulators, causing corrosion and/or sticking.
The burst disk and relief valve accommodate tank
overpressurization due to thermal effects. The
assembly is normally inert. The burst disk pro-
vides a leak free barrier between propellant vapors
and the relief valve, eliminating the potential for
valve degradation. Since the relief valve is a
spring loaded poppet valve, the chance that it
will stick closed is minimal and a parallel con-
figuration was not deemed necessary. To ac-
commodate occasional burst disk failures during
checkout procedures, an independently removable
burst disk will enable simple replacement.
The manual valve presently on the STS is re-
placed by three parallel electrically operated isola-
tion valves. These valves, used only for ground
checkout, would be in an open position during
flight. The valve permits isolation from the tank
when testing a regulator after replacemenL
The propellant tanks will be similar to the pre-
sent STS 0-g titanium tanks to accommodate on-
orbit attitude control maneuvers. Each tank con-
tains approximately 7 cubic feet of propellant.
The propellant is distributed through three mani-
fold arrangements. Each arrangement consists of
quad-redundant valve sets. The three manifolds
provide upstream isolation for each group of re-
dunclant thrusters incase of thruster valve leakage
or failure to close.
The vernier thrust level has been increased from
the Shuttle value of 25 Ibf to 50 Ibf. This is
true for all IHOT options, and results both from
the increased size of the AMLS vehicle as well as
the elimination of primary forward thrusters.
The fdl and drain valves consist of a valve which
is only open when the ground coupling is in-
serted into it. A cap is screwed onto the discon-
nect. Redundancy is not considered necessary for
these components.
Triply redundant check-valves in series and paral-
lel provide the necessary failure criteria since
only one set of tanks exist (i.e., there is no
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Aft I_CS/OMS Module
The entire integrated OMS/RCS system of
Option 13 is triply redundant. The RCS pro-
vides back-up for OMS. The aft OMS/RCS
module is easily removable and is completely
serviced off line, in the Hypergolic Maintenance
Facility.
Two high pressure (4000 psi) helium tanks sup-
ply pressurant independently to each propellant
tank to avoid vapor migration through compo-
nentry (i.e. check valves) between the fuel and
oxidizer sides. Each tank is built with a safety
factor of four to accommodate transport while
fully filled.
Three parallel regulators provide the required fail-
closed redundancy while two isolation valves in
series upstream of each regulator provides the re-
quired fail-open criteria. Eliminating the dual
regulators presently used on the STS will enable
in-flight checkout of each regulator as well as the
isolation valves.
Triply redundant check-valves in series and paral-
lel provide the necessary failure criteria since
only one set of tanks exist (i.e., there is no
crossfeed). The check valves are required to pre-
vent propellant vapor migration upstream into
the regulators causing corrosion and/or sticking.
The burst disk and relief valve accommodate tank
overpressurization due to thermal effects. The
assembly is normally inert. The burst disk pro-
vides a leak free barrier between propellant vapors
and the relief valve, eliminating the potential for
valve degradation. Since the relief valve is a
spring loaded poppet valve, the chance that it
will stick closed is minimal and a parallel con-
figuration was not deemed necessary. To ac-
commodate occasional burst disk failures during
checkout procedures, an independently removable
burst disk will enable simple replacement.
The manual valve presently on the STS is re-
placed by three parallel electrically operated isola-
tion valves. These valves, used only for ground
checkout, would be in an open position during
flight. The valve permits isolation from the tank
when testing a regulator after replacement.
The propellant tanks baselined are up-scaled
OMS tanks with a modified propellant acquisi-
tion system to accommodate 0-g and iow-g RCS
use. Presently, to satisfy delta-v and maneuver-
ing requirements, approximately 210 cubic feet
of propellant will need to be stored in each tank
(note residuals and contingency propellant margin
is not included). This quantity is two and one
third larger than the present STS OMS tank.
The propellant to the RCS is distributed through
three manifold arrangements. Each arrangement
consists of quad-redundant valve sets. The three
manifolds provide upstream isolation for each
group of redundant thrusters in case of thruster
valve leakage or failure to close.
The primary thrusters will be comparable to the
STS while the vernier thrust level will increase
from the 25 lbf STS to 50 lbf.
The propellant to each OME will be supplied
through three electrically operated valves for oxi-
dizer and three for fuel. This configuration pro-
vides for the necessary fail open redundancy since
no tank isolation valves are used. For fail closed
conditions, the other engine can continue with
RCS back-up. For complete OMS loss, the
RCS will perform the de-orbit burn with some
performance losses.
The fill and drain valves consist of a valve which
is only open when the ground coupling is in-
serted into it. A cap is screwed onto the discon-
nect. Redundancy is not considered necessary for
these components.
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5.3.3. Sensitivity to Changes in Mission
Requirements
In addition to definition of the three point designs
for the IHOT selected concepts, the sensitivity of
each design to changes in mission requirements
was determined. The impact of changes in vehi-
cle payload, inert weight, and flight performance
is reflected directly in the need for increased auxil-
iary propulsion system total impulse. These re-
vised total impulse requirements then impact the
APS total weight and volume requirements.
The following two figures iiluswate the sensitiv-
ity of each IHOT concept to variations in total
required impulse. In addition to the final system
sensitivity results illustrated, a number of sup-
porting u'ades were performed which provided in-
sight into various aspects of lAPS design. Some
of these studies (such as monopropellant gaseous
verniers for Option 1) proved to be unacceptable
for inclusion in the final system design.
However, the data for several of these trades is
included in the appendices to this report.
Appendix K defines the RCS weight and volume
trades for Option 1 considering either hydrogen or
oxygen as a vernier monopropellant gas, and
bipropeUant gaseous primary thrusters at various
mixture ratios. Appendix L illustrates the ef-
fects on delivered vacuum performance of RCS
and OMS engines of changes in propellant mix-
tare ratio, and chamber pressure.
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5.4. Evaluation of lAPS Benefits
5.4.1. Simplified Ground Operations and
Processing
Statement of Problem
The problem addressed in this phase of the IHOT
study was to provide a quantitative assessment of
the relative merits of the various concepts devel-
oped, from the viewpoint of ground operations.
These data would be provided to the LCC esti-
mate for each concept to assure accurate represen-
tation of the operational aspects of each concept
developed. A final objective of this portion of
the study was to demonsuate that the respective
concepts could support the mission model re-
quirements as specified for AMLS.
Proposed Approach
The approach used to resolve the above problems
was to fkst define the types of data which would
be needed to create a timeline for each concept,
and to accumulate the cost of GSE for each of
these concepts. The task flow developed was
modeled after the present Shuttle, enhanced by
the results of the various improved operations
studies 9. The component testing estimates and
final schematics formed the basis for establishing
the length of turnaround operations, where the
number of components that cannot be verified on
orbit, the disposal of residual propellants, and
LRU operations were combined into a process
flow.
Assumptions
The requirements for health monitoring, BITE,
and expert system involvement were also factored
into the amount of GSE required for processing
support. The primary assumption is that BITE
technology will continue to advance rapidly and
in the near term can be expected to be routinely
produced as a part of each mechanical component
- as is current practice with avionics. The man-
agement of this BITE, either by an Expert,or
Neural network system is currently in work by
Rockwell, for support of the Shuttle extended du-
ration Orbiter (El)O), for classified military sys-
tems, and on various Shuttle ground monitor
systems 10. Thus, it is reasonable that design,
verification, and validation of these systems will
9Space Shuttle Directions, NASA-JSC Advanced
Programs Office, June 1986.
Propulsion Considerations Required to Support
Future "More Operational" Vehicles, NASA-
KSC, 1988.
10Final IR&D Report FY89, In-Flight Expert
Systems (89 268/26803), Software Engineering,
Rockwell STSD, 1989.
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no longer be a barrier to implementation of these
tools, and current cost estimates show that the
development of these systems will not exceed
that of the current generation of manual GSE.
The other key assumption which must be verified
prior to detailed operational comparisons was that
the processing time required for each concept
would meet the AMLS mission model (flight
rate) requirements. The work proving out the va-
lidity of this assumption is included as Appendix
C.
Summary of Results
The timelines developed using the approach de-
fined have accommodated the mission model's
maximum launch rate. The OMS/RCS opera-
tions fall well within the time available in the
turnaround facility, and the clean pad concept as-
sures that payload operations have been com-
pleted and only cryo connections/servicing are re-
quired at the launch pad.
The manloading of the timelines was built from
sub-task scheduling extracted from the following
figures, which were developed from the Shuttle-
based data previously discussed in section
5.3.1.2. Note again that the schedules assume
the implementation of robotics for interface con-
nections, built-in test (BITE), and expert/neural
net systems to reduce the hands-on staff to a min-
imum; eg, a console operator and one or two test
area technicians. Note again that these typical
functional and leak test timelines may include
tasks not required for the final concept schemat-
ics, but were needed in some instances to present
the impact of not implementing an improved
ground operations task flow.
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Engine Replacement Time and Staff Estimates
The development and identification of sub-tasks
at the man-hour level, plus our experience with
current Shuttle tasks, has resulted in the process
manloading and times as shown in the following
three timelines and direct (hands-on) staffing es-
timates for concepts 1,4, and 13 (SOA). Support
staff requirements have been developed in
Appendix B. The fourth timeline represents a
comparative "best" Shuttle processing timeline,
based upon the shortest time to date for each sub-
task.
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Concept 13 (SOA)
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Shuttle Processing Timeline Shows Interruption by Other Vehicle Efforts
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The comparative Shuttle processing timeline
shows relative times and manloading in the RCS
area for comparison to the IHOT task flow. Note
that these are task times, not total elapsed time,
since other subsystem tasks are inserted during
actual processing.
The accommodation of the mission model's three
week mission and 12 launches per year
(maximum on-orbit duration, maximum launch
rate) by the concept 1, 4, and 13 timelines has
been shown on the turnaround timeline in
Appendix C, "AMLS Launch-to-Landing", to put
the OMS/RCS task duration into perspective for
this processing effort. Note that all three con-
cepts can be accommodated at the maximum
launch rate.
Comparative manloading for the three concepts
and Shuttle's best composite are presented in the
following table, and represent direct labor only.
Indirect and base/range impacts can be assessed
by multiplying by the factors developed earlier
(Appendix B).
ITEM Concept Concept Concept
1 4 13
Turnaround 39 98 355
processing
for APS
(Manhours)
Comparative Manloading
STS
1240
These reduced levels of ground operations have
been achieved only through implementation of
strict design rules and a test philosophy for both
the flight vehicle and the ground systems that use
current thinking toward improved processing
techniques. The benefits for ground operations of
IHOT hydrogen/oxygen IAPS concepts can be
summarized as follows:
i_,anding Site
Turnaround Processing
Launch Pad
• Purge on reentry (no residual OMS, FRCS - only ARCS
• No SCAPE (self-contained atmospheric protective ensemble)
for crew (no toxic gases)
• Less GSE (gas sampling units)r calibration, and cleaning
• No helium blowdown (SCAPE), since no toxic/corrosive flu-
ids to migrate
• No pods to remove; processing OMS/RCS in T/A facility
concurrently with other tasks
• Maintenance intervals will be extended, since corrosive materi-
als are not present.
• No screens or bladders to test in gaseous concept
• Pressurant can be loaded in T/A facility without a major "area
clear" (increased safety factor on pressurant botdes)
• Elimination of idle time for entire crew
• Elimination of facility provisions and GSE for hypergol spill
accommodation
• No vacuum fill of manifolds (gaseous propellants, or circula-
tion system for liquids)
• No special access for servicing
• No propellant conditioning, or vehicle temperature control for
OMS/RCS
• Less sampling (SCAPE)
• Less GSE maintenance
• Elimination of idle time (other system technicians) during hy-
pergol servicing or saf'mg operations
Benefits of IHOT/IAPS for Enhanced Ground Operations
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5.4.2. Detailed Costing Comparison
Statement of Problem
In order to properly evaluate the cost benefits
which result from implementation of an lAPS
concept, it is necessary to evaluate all three con-
cepts (1, 4, 13) on the basis of their LCC. The
three aspects of LCC to be evaluated are DDT&E
costs, production costs, and operational costs.
Approach
The general approach followed was to estimate
the constituents of development and production
cost by hardware component. Specific quantifies
and types of components were determined from
the concept schematics (section 5.3). These
schematics include the effects of redundancy and
reliability criterion applicable to an AMLS vehi-
cle. Individual WBS items for development and
production are estimated from either parametric
cost estimating relations (CERs, based on weight
and other technical performance parameters), from
engineering judgement, and/or based upon actual
costs of comparable parts in the Shuttle Orbiter,
where applicable. Also, learning curves have
been applied to production costs when appropri-
ate.
For DDT&E, and TFU (theoretical first unit)
costs for items such as engines, estimates were
based primarily upon analogy, using the
Rocketdyne historical data base. Costs were
based upon engines resembling those required for
IHOT as closely as possible, and were adjusted to
account for technical complexity, and size using
parametric cost estimating relations 11
Integration costs were included. Engine devel-
opment, in turn, is broken down into "base
R&T" (basic research which is generally propul-
sion-related, and not AMLS-specific), and that
which would be charged directly to the AMLS
program. It is acknowledged that this distinction
is somewhat arbitrary, but the trend in current
new-program development (STME, etc) is to-
wards "clean-interface" designs, which may easily
be adapted to a number of future vehicles. This
spreads the development costs over a number of
vehicles, and decouples engine development
somewhat from the funding cycles of a specific
program. AMLS-specific development for each
engine is broken down into hardware (primarily
1lpammetri c Life Cycle List 0..CC) As Concept
Ranking Criterion, Journal of Parametrics, Vol.
10, February 1990.
for testing), labor (principally engineering), test-
bed activity, and R&D oriented towards BITE.
For production, total costs are calculated by mul-
tiplying the number of items by the number of
vehicles required. The number of vehicles neces-
sary was based upon the "civil needs" data base
and scenario developed by Rockwell in the Next
Manned Transportation Study 12. Component
costs were based (where appropriate) on Shuttle
actual costs, modified for technical complexity
and physical characteristics such as weight, and
volume/surface area (tanks). For the production
costs, the TFU was modified by learning curves
used for items purchased in significant quantities.
Integration costs were also accounted for.
Operations costs are broken down into launch
operations, and refurbishment. Launch opera-
tions costs per flight are a function of the labor
hours of each major subactivity (as estimated in
the previous section). Man-hour estimates are
not merely "success-oriented", but rather reflect
anticipated "average" values. The detailed costing
data shows significant reductions in APS opera-
tions compared to conventional systems; even for
the hypergolic system (Option 13). It should be
understood that this is a reflection of a fundamen-
tal cultural change which must take place to en-
able lAPS development. This change incorpo-
rates concern for servicing and operation at the
very earliest phases of system design, and em-
phasizes LCC over high performance. An inte-
grated approach to APS development also recog-
nizes that the best way to reduce operations costs
is to eliminate additional interfaces (for multiple
propellants and fluids), and share all interfaces
which are absolutely required. In this manner,
IHOT operations costs are almost eliminated, be-
cause all pad/ground interfaces are shared with
MPS. Thus most operations involving these in-
terfaces are absorbed by MPS and require no addi-
tional APS servicing.
The cost of lAPS refurbishment is based on ex-
pected equipment lifetime. Refurbishment costs
for IHOT are based on a proportion (40%) of the
production costs of an item.
Assumptions
The life cycle cost estimates for lAPS as applied
to the AMLS vehicle is influenced profoundly by
the mission model assumptions. These assump-
12Next Manned Transportation Study, IR&D
project, Space Transportation Systems Division,
Rockwell International, September, 1989.
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lions are detailed in the table below. The same
assumptions we,re applied to all three IHOT con-
cepts.
• 400 total flights, over 20 years, beginning in
2005, ending in 2024
• Peak flight rate 26/year, in 2007
• Average mission duration 7 days, assume
takeoff and land at same site
• Average turnaround time, 23 days
• Effective fiights/yr/vehicle, 11
• 3 Vehicles required to support max flight rate
• 4 Vehicles total (3, +1 backup)
• 100 flights per vehicle
• Engines refurbished every 30 flights
LCC Mission Model Assumptions
For the pressure-fed OMS engine of Option 1,
development costs were based upon the Lunar
Tracking Vehicle (LTV) / Lunar Exploration
Vehicle (LEV) CERs. The expander-cycle OMS
engine of Concept 4 was based upon the results
of the Advanced Space Engine 13 study. The
DDT&E costs for RCS for Options 1 and 4 were
based upon the LTV/LEV study results, suitably
modified for the differences of the two concepts.
The development costs for Option 13 were based
upon actual Shuttle data, incorporating the work
which is currently underway on Shutfle-C.
Production costs for Options 1 and 40MS en-
gines were based upon OTV values, modified by
CERs. Option 1 was adjusted to delete the cost
of turbomachinery. OMS production costs for
Option 13 was based upon the actual costs for
the last Shuttle purchase. Production costs for
Option 1 primary RCS engines were assumed to
be 20% less expensive to produce than the all-
liquid engines of option 4. The estimates for the
hydrogen/oxygen vernier engines were based
upon Space Station thruster data, with the
Option 4 values 20% higher than the gaseous
engines of Option 1. Primary and vernier
thruster data for Option 13 were based upon
Marquardt data incorporating the effects of low
cost manufacturing technology.
Production costs for tankage, and other distribu-
tion system components were based upon STS
Orbiter CERs.
Operations costs for IHOT assumed labor costs
of $50/hr, with indirect costs 25% of direct costs
13Rocketdyne's O2/H 2 Engine for Space Transfer
Vehicles, Advanced Propulsion Engineering,
Canoga Park, 20 October, 1989
for Options 1 and 4, and 50% for Option 13.
Refurbishment costs for OMS (all options) were
assumed to be 40% of the average production
cost of the engines. For RCS, refurbishment
was assumed to be 30% of the average production
COSt.
The discount rate was assumed to be 5% / year.
Summary of Results
The results of the LCC analysis of the lAPS
concepts are summarized in the Table and Figure
below:
t"
Comparison of Cost Elements for
Selected IHOT Concepts
1
DDT&E 208.0
Procurement 164A
Operations 48.6
LCC, total, $421M
(andiscounted)
LCC, discounted, $227M
to 1990 @ 5%
Option
,_ 13
494.5 123.5
178.7 214.6
58.5 68.6
$731.7M $406.7M
$405.4M $204.6M
LCC Summary Table
Life cycle costs were computed for all three con-
cepts, for a common flight mission requirement.
The most important result to be drawn is that on
an LCC basis, it is possible to develop an IAPS
hydrogen/oxygen concept which is nearly identi-
cal in price to a hypergolic system. This is true
even including the affect of IAPS development
cost, and allowing for the development of an
"operationally efficient" hypergolic system
flAPS option 1 within 5% of the cost of Option
13). If development costs are not included, the
lAPS concept (Option 1) offers a 33% cost reduc-
tion over an operationally efficient hypergolic
system. It should be noted that the hypergolic
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system utilized for comparison in IHOT is NOT
to be considered representative of current Shuttle
costs. Rather, Option 13 was to represent the
best possible improvement in operational effi-
ciency and low cost to be expected of hypergolic
systems; utilizing the latest developments in
BITE and good systems engineering design prac-
tice.
It is important also to note that the development
costs of OMS/RCS engines turned out to be the
largest discriminator between the selected con-
cepts. The fact that engine development, rather
than operations, was the largest contributor to
LCC was largely as result of the IHOT study
groundrules. These, in part, emphasized the im-
portance of considering the operational aspects of
APS concepts in the earliest trade studies, rather
than approaching operations as simply the im-
plementation of an existing design.
The next nine tables summarize the costs and as-
sumptions which resulted from the IHOT study.
The In'st three of these describe the DDT&E cost
elements for each Option. Additional detail on
engine costing is provided in Appendix D. These
charts are followed by a summary of procurement
costs, and finally three tables summarizing the
relative operational and refurbishment costs for
each Option.
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DDT & E Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Base R & T
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
• BITE
AMLS-Specific Development *
OMS Engine
Hardware
Labor
Test Bed
BITE
RCS Primary Thruster
Hardware
Lair
Test Bed
BITE
RCS Vernier Thruster
Hardware
Test Bed
BITE
BITE System Development
Other
TOTALS (Base R & T)
TOTALS (AMLS-specific)
17.5
49
14
5
35
2O
5
25
0
0
14
3.5
16
192
Demonstration of 16:1 engines
Demonstrate BITE/sensor viability (30%
BITE DDT&E)
5 Units, at $3.5M per Engine
No large Pressure-fed Engine stands available
Sensor developmenthntegration into Engine
10 Units plus supporting H/W,
~$180K/engine, 16:1 MR
Design, Test
Integrated; w/verniers
Sensor development/integration into Engine
Minimum HW $ to support testing,
-$50K/engine
Smaller Engine, reflected in costs
Part of Primary Engine costs
H
Development/implementation of AMLS
BrI'E architecture
Total Development 208
Option 1, Development Costs
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DDT & E Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Base R & T
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
• BITE
AMLS-Specific Development *
OMS Engine
Hardware
Labor
Test Bed
BITE
RCS Primary Thruster
Hardware
Labor
Test Bed
BITE
RCS Vernier Thruster
Hardware
Labor
Test Bed
BITE
BITE System Development
Other
TOTALS (Base R & T)
TOTALS (AMLS-sp_ific)
0
5
5
9.3
72
255
0
10
3
40
30
8
3O
0
0
21.7
4.5
19.3
475.2
Liquid RCS Engine development
tt
Demonstrate BITE/sensor validation & de-
velopment (30% BITE DDT&E)
15 development engines, 3 for component
tests, @ ~$4M/engine
Pump-fed test stands available for application
Sensor development/integration into Engine
10 Units plus supporting H/W,
~$220K/engine
Design, Test; adds vacuum jacket, recircula-
tion pump activities
Integrated, w/verniers;
Sensor development/integration into Engine;
more components than "1"
Minimum HW $ to support testing;
~$50K/engine
Smaller Engine, reflected in costs
Part of Primary Engine costs
Development/implementation of AMLS
BITE architecture
Total Development 494.5
Option 4, Development Costs
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DDT & E Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Base R & T
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
• BITE
AMLS-Specific Development *
OMS Engine
Hardware
Labor
Test Bed
BITE
RCS Primary Thruster
Hardware
l.._r
Test Bed
BITE
RCS Vernier Thruster
l-lantw'a_
Lalmr
Test Bed
BITE
BITE System Development
Other
TOTALS (Base R & T)
TOTALS (AMLS-specific)
0
0
0
7.8
8
20
0
15
15
0
10
10
0
0
18.2
17.5
7.8
115.7
No R & T required for SOA APS concept
Ii
Demonstrate BITE/sensor validation & de-
velopment (30% BITE DDT&E)
2 development engines, @ -$4M/engine
Must requalify engines
Test stands available for application
Sensor development/integration into existing
Engine
3 Units plus supporting H/W, -$.3M - .8M
/engine
Must re,qualify engines
Existing
Sensor development/integration into existing
Engine
Minimum HW $ to support testing, 3 en-
gines
Must requalify engines
Existing
Sensor development/integration into existing
Engine
Development/implementation of AMLS
BITE architecture
Includes $15M for fwd/aft module structure
development
Total Development 123.5
Option 13, Development Costs
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PROCUREMENT Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Propulsion System Hardware
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
• Tankage, misc. hardware
GSE
BITE
42
13
4
83
1.9
20.5
Tanks, valves, lines, regulators.
2 facilities, based on ALS costs, escalated to
FY90 $
Total Procurement 164.4
Option 1, Procurement Costs
PROCUREMENT Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Propulsion System tlardware
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
• Tankage, misc. hardware
GSE
BITE
48
16
5
76.8
1.9
31
Tanks, valves, lines, regulators.
2 facilities, based on ALS costs, escalated to
FY90 $
Total Procurement 178.7
Option 4, Procurement Costs
PROCUREMENT Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Propulsion System Hardware
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
• Tankage, misc. hardware
GSE**
BITE
Total Procurement
32
22
13
98.8
23.2
25.6
214.6
Tanks, valves, lines, regulators, and module
strucalre
Includes specialized hypergolic facilities
Option 13, Procurement Costs
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OPERATIONS Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Launch Operations
• Direct Labor
• Indirect Labor
• Base/Range Support
Engine Refurbishment
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
0.9
0.2
0.2
33.6
10.4
3.3
Calculated from operational timelines
25% of Direct labor costs
25% of Direct labor costs
Total Operations 48.6
Option 1, Operations Costs
OPERATIONS Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Launch Operations
• Direct Labor
• Indirect Labor
• Base/Range Support
Engine Refurbishment
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
Total Operations
2.2
0.6
0.6
38.3
12.8
4
58.5
Calculated from operational timelines
(98hr/flight, x400 flights)
25% of Direct labor costs
25% of Direct labor costs
Option 4, Operations Costs
OPERATIONS Cost ($M) Notes/ Assumptions
Launch Operations
• Direct Labor
• Indirect Labor
• Base/Range Support
Engine Refurbishment
• OMS Engine
• RCS Primary Thruster
• RCS Vernier Thruster
Total Operations
Option
7.8
3.9
3.9
25.3
17.4
10.3
68.6
Calculated from operational timelines
(98hr/flight, x400 flights)
50% of Direct labor costs
50% of Direct labor costs
13, Operations Costs
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5.5. Identification of Technology
Requirements
In the IHOT study, work in the areas of concept
definition, ground operations, and cost estimation
identified a number of areas of critical technology
development. These technology requirements
were divided into two categories; enabling, and
enhancing. Enabling technologies are those
which must be developed and proven for the par-
tieular IAPS concept to reach operational status.
Enhancing technologies are those which are not
critical to the viability of a particular design, but
rather provide specific additional features regard-
ing cost, operational effectiveness, or perfor-
mance. In the sections below, the critical en-
abling technologies will be described, and a time-
line proposed for bringing each of them to a level
of development which will support the AMLS
program. This also allows the identification of
areas of development which support multiple
Technology Development Levels
1. Buic Princi#.- _ And Reptmed
2. CmmJptual D_iltn Formulated
3. Cemmplam113,milgn Test Performed Analytically Or Eatpet, immmdly
4. Critical.Function l_uadboa_ Dumceanmaima
$. Cemlmaent Or Bcassbetrd Model Temd In Relevant Environmettt
6. Ptmmype Or Eagimserm I Model Tested In Relevant Envi_ement
7. P_,_ineeri_l M edel Tested In $1moe
II. Bamlimd Imo Product ion i_illn
Item Description/Issue
OMS
l_imary RCSEngines
VernierRCS Engines
Vao.mmJacketedLines
Small Electric
CryogenicPumps
toting,
Expe=tSystems& BITE
Warm GasC_e md
Pressmiza_on
PumporPressureFed,ZeroG
oregon
mGd/LiquidInjectionorlligh
as (16:1), Zero G Opcralion
Liquid/t,iquid Injection orHigh
MR Gas (16:0, Zero G Operation
Thermal IsolationAt Interfaces,
BoiloffControl
ZcmGOl_ration,Boiioff Control
Intcsn_. BrlE/HM/Exp Systems,
Mimmize Ground Operations,
i_monst.r-_ Viability. Of Mo,itoring
LAPS Status and Prrblems
(Go/NoGoDecisionforNext Fit)
De.mm_ Ch=_ng Ofr_gh
PressAccum InAscentEnvir
Aeqtnsition
Guarantee Liquid At Injector
(liquid/Liquid RCS Engines)
new vehicles, and where the development costs
may be shared across programs.
A table of possible areas of enhancing technol-
ogy is included last, which suggests additional
areas of development supporting low-cost, opera-
tionally efficient integrated auxiliary propulsion
systems.
5.5.1. Enabling Technology Requirements
The enabling technology requirements to support
development of the lAPS concepts resulting from
the IHOT study are summarized in the table be-
low. In addition to a brief description of each
technology area, a summary of the current status
of the technology is included. The eight tech-
nology levels used are consistent with NASA
terminology. The table also indicates which of
the three IHOT concepts require the specific en-
abling technology.
6, 6 1994 1991 1, 4 X
3, 3 1996 1991 l, 4 X
3,3 1996 1991 1,4 X
5 1992 N/A 4 X
5 1992 N/A 4 X
5 1,4,
13 X
5 1_3 HA 1 X
5 1_3 HA 1,4 X
IAPS Technology Assessment
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The following two charts illustrate the top-level
technology maturation timelincs, and how results
may affect the selection of a specific IHOT con-
cept (Option 1, 4, or 13).
ltem/OpUen Address_
Mllu_II, Ioi MII
IAI_ Master Pare
IAPS Technology Master Plan
............ Brag
RCS. Llquid/Liqukl injection)
Feasibility..? •
Vacuum Jacketed Lin¢_ _tFeaMbRil,_, ) L FemilMlity_T)
! I
RCS - High Mixture Ratio *
FeasibUlty_? •
ii J
d
olya" 7
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Implicit in all three concepts is the development
of BITE and the attendant expert systems neces-
sary to allow dramatic reduction in ground opera-
tions cost Without automation of ground opera-
tions and a "cultural change" in the attitude to-
wards launch processing, IAPS concepts will not
significantly alter the cost and complexity of
auxiliary propulsion systems.
The next three charts present the technology de-
velopment timeline estimates for the engine de-
velopment necessary to support Option 1. As
previously indicated, this concept utilizes a pres-
sure fed LH2/LO20MS engine, with high mix-
ture ratio (16:1) gaseous thrusters.
Item
• Fin_ Tnnm_
• Sts_i_,
• hajm_r A TU_m C3um_
• I_gpz A FzZmmm
• A_-pu._ Tm
• N,.,_ & lluiw
• _ • Fzlmmm
• Aa_-rumz Tm
Dm_n & F_c_
.a,=m,mm Tm
• EnI_,_ Symm
• Duma A T,_b Smdk.
• EuI_I Amumbly
._mpuumT_
bl_..... ej _ .....
_lllemonew_ II*otnUi
Pressure Fed OMS Engine Timeline
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Primary RCS Enl_lne, Pressure Fed, Radiation Cooled, MR 16:1
Item
• Lira kv_v
• PrevJo_ Effort
•Nom-XVlsmlli_
• (_smxlberand Nea_¢
•Cm_e_ml Dmdsn. Par T_ & Evaluad_
•T_P_m
•Ma_iali Pmcu_mml
•Pabricaam
• Tmmg
• _1 Teat
• Sub-A---.-.t.ly Test
• _ xmdy=,
• P,dmm.m_ Amdrm
• Fins/Dm,ql_
• TernProm
• Pslm_mm & A,m_.dMy
• rmgi_ TeJ & _,,almmol
• Stsbilit,l
• Pe_rf_c¢
• Lit..
• _ Sy_m Dee_n & Am_ds
• l_calm & TemlS
Mil_tcm,_/Dec_loaP_n
Primary RCS Engine (MR 16 to 1) Timeline
Vernier RCS Enzin¢. Pressure Fed, Radiation Cooled, MR 16:1
Item
*lhpiM,s EIToN
• Nm-M.ud]ics
. C'i..nm_ md N....._
. h.#,_m
-_ DsilM Pw Tm& l_vdufim
oT,m Plm
*Mmm_mll Pmm_mm¢
• Ps&i.,-"m
. T..,_ql
* C,,mp_.=t T.m
• $d_.A.Hm_dy Trot
• Sm,Mli_ Amdrm,
• _ DWps
. T_I Plm
- Pslsksl_m. & Assembly
* Eal_s Tm• EvsP'-_m
• L/k,
• Pdmc_ • T_al
Mllcstomm/Decido_ Polnl
Vernier RCS Engine (MR 16 to 1) Timeline
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Option 4 presents a number of unique technolog-
ical challenges in the area of engine development.
The next three charts define the areas of emphasis
to assure engine technology is available to sup-
port cryogenic auxiliary propulsion systems in
an AMLS-like vehicle. Particularly in the area
of RCS engines, maintaining propellants at the
proper conditions and fluid phase is a significant
challenge.
!- Item
6
• Oz & l_gl T_opcmlpa
• 13uip & Pahrica_
• Acxgptm_ Tea
• Duip & Fs_icam
._Tm
• Nozzle & IpiBr
• Act_a_ T_t
• l_aillu. Pabricalg • Ac_lmcg Te4!
• Coucd_
• ltdw t-q_t. Ammldy & Q_cknm
• r,,,,,,SnmNICool_l • rl_,al_ Mc_it_
•hSiB ._mm
o 13wlp & Trl4gStudigs
• Balli__mbly
"l -,,_'rm
II " ' "
MI lqmtoH_'Decl_ l_nl
Pump Fed, Expander Cycle OMS Engiu¢_
91 92 93 94 95
ii iii lJ
iii _m iii
:_. . _!_
il i
_ a_
H i
_ 98 99 o_ _os
• . | ........i
Iiili!il
ill _"_" _"_"_'_'_"
: ::.. : : . ._ : ._ :::g , ,, .
i !ii ::_i iii _!i
: _ : : ' :' '_ : _ ! i i
i i!ilii lililliil
Pump Fed Expander Cycle OMS Engine Timeline
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Item
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Development of BITE and Expert Systems is a
critical enabling technology for all three IHOT
concepts. Even SOA (hypergolic) APS could
benefit substantially from on-board test and leak-
check capability, thus eliminating the need for
most of the SCAPE operations. The chart below
identifies some of the tasks and technologies
which must precede the next generation of opera-
tionally efficient vehicles. The development of
standard hardware, software, and BITE architec-
tures must proceed to allow timely integration
with propulsion and fluid distribution systems.
Methods and criteria must also be developed and
accepted regarding how BITE systems are to be
verified and validated. BITE must also be inte-
grated with expert systems to process the enor-
mous amounts of data which will be generated.
Finally, the prototype BITE/Expert System must
be tested in an integrated system demonstration.
Item
• F_mblieb AI leb f_ TestK]Te Envnmuwut
• _pevimmml 1rat of Off-boe:d Expm
Symmt_5) in Inet_* euvirmmmnt
• C_nq_wnt
• inBSn_l
;Dew.top tm_d_ & S/W fw u'mn_tiui
ee.bofd chip envi_l
• [:)evclop clil=nol for wmi6_E)n end vMidmioo
• T_t mmri_ of V&V
R_lhn_ed Bn'_ Demmn_'slian P_*rJm
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_ _,BITE
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Both Options 1 and 4 require some form of cryo-
genic propellant acquisition, retention, and trans-
fer. Option 1 requires acquisition of liquids for
the OMS operation, although an RCS settling
burn would minimize the severity of the require-
ment. Option 4 would have similar OMS acqui-
sition requirements, but much more stringent
RCS propellant acquisition criteria. The Option
4 RCS tankage must maintain liquid propellant
(at the proper conditions) at the tank/feed system
interface, at all times. No settling burn will be
available to the RCS system to simplify acquisi-
tion device design. This system must also be in-
tegrated with the recirculation system in Option
4, to guarantee liquid propellants at the engine
interfaces.
Item
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As mentioned above, Option 4 requires the de-
velopment of a re,circulation system to maintain
liquid cryogens at the RCS engine interfaces.
This will require the development of small elec-
trically driven cryogenic pumps, and an integrated
re.circulation system. A necessary part of this
technology development will be a thermal test
bed to demenslrate the system effectiveness under
simulated thermal load conditions. This should
include the option of actual thruster firing.
k-
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5 • De6nc R_lumemmu
• Cooulct Pm_6 .a _ 5ow_.e
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The last piece of enabling technology required for
the Option 4 re,circulation system is the devel-
opment of high performance vacuum jacketed
lines. These lines will function both at low rc-
circulation flows, and at high (thruster operation)
flow rates. The challenge in development of
these lines will include demonstration of thermal
performance, techniques for self-test, and in-
tegrity verification.
Small Diameter VacuumJacketedLinQ
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The development of reliable techniques for in-
flight transfer of high-pressure propellant gases is
one of the two critical technologies necessary for
successful implementation of Option 1. This
will require both analytical models of the pro-
cesses involved, development testing of specific
implementations, and potential integrated testing
with future STME firings. Development of the
warm-gas pressurization concepts and hardware
must be sized to be consistent with STME char-
acteristics, AMLS vehicle abort modes (GH2,
GO2 gas also used to pressurize OMS tanks), and
vehicle reliability criteria (high pressure interface
directly with main engines).
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5.5.2. Enhancing Technology Requirements
Enhancing technologies for IHOT include all
possible developments which are not critical to
the viability of the specific options, but rather
provide enhanced cost, operational effectiveness,
or performance. The following table suggests ar-
eas which, although not necessary for successful
IAPS development, may provide specific benefits
to the next generation of manned launch systems.
Objective [ Enhancing Technology Devel't
Integration
with other
AMLS sys-
tems
Ped'formance
Enhancement
Decrease
Manufacturing
Costs
Ground
Operations
Enhancement
Enhancing
• Fuel Cell systems capable of
using 'propellant-grade' cryo-
gens
• Integration with MPS for
IAPS propellant transfer, stor-
age, conditioning, and acquisi-
tion
• Environmental control & life
support systems (ECLSS)
• Light weight, high pressure
propellant storage tanks
• High performance thermal in.
sulation, heat blocks, and ac-
tive thermal control
• Develop/demonstrate active
mixture ratio control of
thrusters
• Qualification of high-reliabil-
ity components to minimize
redundancy req'ts for valves and
thrusters
• Demonstrate and qualify low-
cost materials as replacements
for current aerospace-grade ma-
terials in lAPS components
• Develop quick-disconnect
concepts for vehicle subsys-
tem/ component removal to fa-
cilitate rapid return-to-flight
• Demonstrate leak detection
concepts which may be built-
in to vehicle interfaces
• Establish viability of 'neural-
nets' to address limitations of
current Expert Systems
Technologies for lAPS
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The intent of the Integrated Hydrogen/Oxygen
Technology study was to develop viable inte-
grated auxiliary propulsion system (lAPS) con-
cepts, using hydrogen and oxygen as propellants,
which would be applicable to the next generation
of manned launch systems. Unlike many previ-
ous studies, IHOT was to emphasize low cost
and streamlined operations over high perfor-
mance. Two lAPS concepts were developed, and
their characteristics compared to a third concept
which utilized conventional hypergolic propel-
lants. From the earliest phases of concept selec-
tion through detailed design, cost and operations
were evaluated and used as the primary design
discriminators. The results of this analysis are
summarized in the following table:
ITEM
• Concept
• Total Tankage Volume
(It 3)
• Mass Properties
• Dry Wt (Ib)
• Propellant+Press't
(lb)
• Loaded APS, (Ib)
Option 1
• Gaseous H2/O2 RCS
• Press-fed Liquid H2]O2
OMS
2234 ft 3
11338
23998
Option 4
• Liquid H2/O2 RCS
• Pump-fed Liquid
H2/O20MS
1096 ft 3
5336
21104
Option 13
• Press-fed Hypergolic
OMS & RCS
433ft 3
3693*
30868
35336 lb 26440 lb 34561 lb
• Turnaround Processing 39 manhours 98 manhours 355 manhours
Time for APS
(,Manhours)
• Undiscounted LCC, $ $421M $731.7M $406.7M
* Does not include weight of forward/aft module structure
Summary of Key IHOT Study Results
Option 1 in particular compares very favorably
with the hypergolic concept on the basis of both
cost, and total system weight. Option 4 has
significantly higher life cycle costs (LCC, due
primarily to engine development), but has signif-
icantly lower system weight and better packaging
efficiency.
Both hydrogen/oxygen lAPS concepts developed,
however, resolve the issues of corrosiveness, tox-
icity, and possible governmental regulation that
ate likely to eliminate hypergolic propellants
(particularly hydrazine and monomethylhydrazine)
from future applications.
In addition to defining the proposed lAPS con-
cepts and their benefits, the IHOT study addressed
the needs of supporting technology. Timelines
have been developed for critical areas of enabling
technology to support the development of these
systems for the next generation of manned launch
vehicles.
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7. APPENDICES
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7.2. Appendix B, Relative
Contributors to Concept Operations
This appendix includes three sections:
• A description of the difference between
"turnaround", and "return-to-flight"
• A description of how the ground operations
assessment was performed for the 13 initial op-
tions
• The summary charts for the operational evalu-
ation.
The ground operations tasks required to support
any mission may be divided into three major ar-
eas: turnaround processing (equivalent to the
Shuttle's Orbiter Processing Facility, OPF), the
launch pad, and the end of mission runway opera-
tions which include the orbiter tow from the
runway, to the OPF.
An additional task assessment was added to this
portion of the study in an attempt to provide fur-
ther discrimination between the 13 concepts.
This was the return-to-flight effort that would be
required prior to the first flight or following a
stand-down period. This processing could not
rely upon prior flight data, as is proposed for
turnaround processing, and thus a larger amount
of ground support equipment (GSE) - and the ac-
companying staff - would be required to supply
the necessary stimuli for system pre-flight pro-
cessing tasks. An estimated ability to use BITE
for 70% of the tasks was chosen for turnaround
processing, and for only 30% of the return-to-
flight processing. These numbers are reflected in
the total evaluation of the operations required for
each concept.
The process for generation of the operations as-
sessment of the 13 concepts relied on an assess-
ment of the component types, quantifies, and
complexities as noted on the functional schemat-
ics (Appendix A). These schematics were as-
sessed to evaluate the level of manpower and
equipment required to support the task flow
throughout a mission cycle; ie, launch and on-
orbit, landing, and turnaround processing. Those
tasks that require task-specific GSE can be item-
ized and factored for BITE, and these item counts
form the left half of each assessment page (end of
this appendix). The GSE is first counted as if
there were no BITE available, and then if an as-
sumed amount of processing can be supported by
BITE only. This factored count of GSE on each
concept is then scaled as 1 - 3 for a less complex
runway operation, but scaled as 1 - 5 for
turnaround, return-to-flight, or launch pad pro-
cessing.
The right half of each area in the summary tables
below addresses the direct, or hands-on crew re-
quired to operate the equipment during each spe-
cific phase of the processing, and the man-hours
needed to perform the tasks. The manhour totals
are normalized (as with the GSE), and the resul-
tant data tabulated for each potential APS con-
cept. The scaled labor data for each concept has
been factored for two items: indirect labor, such
as scheduling, quality assurance, design support,
etc.; and Base/Range support like lab support
(cleaning, calibration, sample analysis), propel-
lant/pressurant supply, and computer services.
These labor factors were uniform at 0.25 for all
oxygen/hydrogen concepts, but were raised to 0.5
for the hypergolic concept, primarily due to the
added propellant cost and SCAPE (self-contained-
air-breathing-protective-ensemble) support re-
quired during propellant servicing, pressurant
venting, sampling or maintenance (LRU) tasks
both on the vehicle and facility systems. The
corrosive nature of hypergolic oxidizer reduces
the service life of system components and main-
tenance intervals, especially on facility distribu-
tion systems, over those which would be required
for cryo systems.
The impact of each concept was then totaled,
with and without the return-to-flight effort, and
plotted as shown below.
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7.3. Appendix C, Evaluation of
Vehicle Turnaround/Dwell Time
Requirements
Statement of Problem
The minimum time available for each AMLS
flight vehicle to dwell in the turnaround process-
ing facility must be determined. This establishes
the maximum time allowable for ground process-
ing tasks, and the OMS/RCS portion must fit
well within this envelope and not cause signifi-
cant serial time impact to the other vehicle sys-
tem checkouts.
Approach
The AMLS mission model must be assessed
against both the facilities available and the num-
ber of vehicles available in the fleet. The resul-
tant timeline must be comparable to other studies
toward more operationally efficient manned vehi-
cles in the AMLS era. The longest mission dur-
ing the highest launch rate is to be sought for
program support capability.
Assumptions
Current AMLS program information defines the
following parameters:
a. launch rate will be 48 launches per year, max
b. four vehicles will always be available to
flight operations (with one backup, total of 5)
c. the longest flight mission is expected to be
21 days between launch and landing
d. a 360 day year will be used for planning, to
account for major holidays.
The following assumptions have also been made
for this study, due to the lack of specific AMLS
data:
e. The vehicle will land at the launch site
f. runway operations and delivery to the vehicle
processing facility will require one-half day (12
hours)
g. cargo operations will be a 1 day (24 hour) se-
rial impact
h. launch pad operations will be a 1 1/2 day (36
hour) serial impact, since one-half of launch day
is mission day number-1.
Summary of analysis
Assuming the program parameters listed above,
the launch interval at the pad will be as follows:
(360 days/yr)
=30 days/launch/vehicle
(48 launches/yr)/4 vehicles
The minimum ground processing time available
for a vehicle must be extracted from the launch
interval per vehicle, less the maximum mission
time, or:.
30 - 21 = 9 calendar days (x24, =216 hours)
The impact of runway, cargo, and launch pad op-
erations must also be assessed, leaving:
9 - 0.5 - 1 - 1.5 = 6 days (144 hours @ 3 shifts)
Discussion of results and conclusions
The 216 hour processing timeline for this mis-
sion presents a challenge equal to the original
Shuttle 160 hour timeline, since a 5-day week
would reduce the work time residual, after a
weekend allowance, to 168 hours.
The "circa 2000" turnaround estimate for an oper-
ationally efficient vehicle is also comparable, at
154 hours between launch and landing. Note that
the turnaround processing facility has been allo-
cated 101 serial hours in the referenced study,
which is also acceptable for the processing of all
three concepts in this study. The figure shown
below presents a un'naround timeline estimate for
the AMI.,S vehicle for this study.
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AMLS Launch-To-Landing
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IHOT Study Turnaround Time Conforms to Contemporary Efficient Processing Studies
ITEM
Turnaround processing for APS
Timelin¢ reqts for APS (Hours_
Serial impact for APS helium and
propellant servicin£ Q-lours_
Days that vehicle is in:
Processing facility
Ground flow
* avg planned for 1990 launches
Impacts and Dwell Times
Concept 1
39
Concept4
98
32 40
0 2
6
9
6
for Processing will Improve
Concept l3 STS
355 1240
50 110
5 22
6 72*
9 105"
Significantly Over Shuttle
The serial impacts to the processing for each of
the concepts of this study are shown in the table
above. Turnaround processing time represents
the total manhours required to process the vehicle
APS, while the timeline requirements represent
the total serial accumulation of APS activities on
the vehicle. It should be noted that due to paral-
lel processing efforts, the APS timeline require-
meats represent varying degrees of serial impact
to the vehicle, depending on the specific concept.
These reductions in impact have been accom-
plished through design considerations for ground
operations problems experienced during the
manned Shuttle program, and in the previous
unmanned programs. Descriptions of significant
impact solutions have been listed in the follow-
ing table, where the concepts of this study axe
compared with the Shuttle.
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Issue
RCS/OMS servicing at pad re-
quires an area clear for about 22
hours and GSE can sustain blast
damage.
RCS/OMS temperature condition-
ing includes land lines and pad
GSE
RCS/OMS helium loading at the
pad is a serial time area clear im-
pact. Area access is restricted at
flight pressure and GSE can sus-
lain blast damage.
OMS pod removal has been a
time-consuming task on Shuttle
testing has required numerous
mechanical interfaces for external
test equipment
Timeline lm
Design Solution
Concept 1 avoids pad operations completely for RCS, and OMS cryo
load is in parallel with MPS load. Concept 4 loads both RCS
&OMS together with MPS. SOA concept 13 is loaded off-line
Circulation and sampling is performed in conjunction with MPS,
since a common interface is used for both OMS/RCS and MPS, in
cryo concepts l&4.
Helium tank structural ratings will allow other unrestricted work
around the vehicle both during and following helium loading opera-
dons.
AMLS design can accommodate a single OMS/RCS pod at the aft
end, that is designed for easy, fast removal and reinstallation on a hor-
izontal base.
Built-in test equipment and expert systems have the potential to elim-
inate most interfaces except electrical, which need no cleaning
mcts Have been Addressed During Design
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7.4. Appendix D, Engine
Development Costs for IHOT Concepts.
Option 1
Cost Notes
OMS Engine $3.5M/Engine
I-la_waxe 17 5 Units
Labor 49 -
Test Bed 14 No large P-fed stands
BITE 5 yes
Cluster Test 0
Technology Acquis'n 0
The following table summarizes the engine de-
velopment costs for the IHOT lAPS concepts.
These data were utilized in the determination of
the detailed costing estimates of Section 5.4.2.
Option 4 SOA
Cost Notes Cost Notes
($M) ($M)
SaM/Engine SaM/Engine
72 15 dev.eng;3comp.test 8 2 Units
255 20 Requalify
0 Existing 0 :Existing
10 yes 15 Must add to ex. design
0 0
0 0
Total 85 337 43
Uncertainty 10 HW + labor
-14 No test bed
RCS Primary $180K, 16:1 MR
Hanlwrae 3 10 Units
Labor 35 Design, Test
Test Bed 20 lnt'd; w/verniers
BITE 5
Cluster Test 0 Integrated
Technology Acquis'n 10 16:1 demonstration
33 10%
-33 -10%
$220K, avg,liq/liq.
3 10 units
40 Vac.jacket, recirc.
30 "
8 More comp's
0 Integrated
10 Thrusters only
14 Add'l engs; Exist.cost
-10 Decreased BITE $
$.8M->.3M
1 3 Units
15 Requalify, labor
0 Existing
I0 Must add to ex. design
0
0
Total 73 91 26
Uncertainty 15 30% labor+ $3 M HW 50 Orbital testing
-10 Can mod'y exist.t-bed -10 Vac.jacket easy
1 2 more engines
-5 BITE simpler
RCS Vernier
Hattlw'_ae
Labor
Test Bed
BITE
Cluster Test
Technology Acquis'n
$50K/Engine $50K - $100K / engine
1 Minimum HW $ 1 Minimum HW $
25 Smaller Engine 30 Smaller Engine
0 Part of Primary 0 Part of Primary
0 " 0 "
0 " 0
0 " 0
1 3 Units
10 Requalify
0 Existing
0 Must add to ex. design
0
0
Total 26 31 11
Uncertainty
Totals($xl 0^6)
30% labor+$1M HW 9
0
Uncertainty Mean
33 459
-24
Engine Development Cost
Uncertainty
92
-43
Summary
8
0
Mean
184
1
-I
Mean Uncertainty
80 16
-16
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7.5. Appendix E, Baseline Thruster
Parameter Definition
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Determine the baseline thruster parameters for
options 1 and 4. These parameters are to include
thrust level, mixture ratio, nozzle area ratio,
chamber pressure, inlet pressure, inlet tempera-
lure and associated delivered vacuum performance.
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
Select thrust levels, nozzle area ratios and cham-
ber pressures parameters that are consistent with
the current STS. Use a "black box" for the op-
tion 4, OMS thruster (parameters based on avail-
able data). For consistency, use the same mix-
ture ratio for option 1 and 40MS thrusters.
Select the RCS thruster mixture ratios that corre-
spond to the peak delivered vacuum performance.
Assume an injector delta pressure and energy re-
lease efficiency.
Use JANNAF method for performance prediction
(kinetic, boundary layer, divergence and energy
release efficiencies are used to degrade the theoret-
ical performance).
Take advantage of available performance predic-
tion tools:
• ISP89, VI.I
• TWEPP, V1.3
• APSCOD
ASSUMPTIONS LIST
The following assumptions were used:
• Injector delta pressure (oxidizer and fuel
side): 20 % of Pc
• Pressure Fed OMS engine, regen jacket
pressure drop: 40 % of Pc
• Energy release efficiency: 0.995
• Inlet oxygen/hydrogen enthalpy for option
1, RCS-primary thruster are equal
• Standard inlet conditions for all liq-
uid/liquid thrusters
• 30MS thrusters (equivalent STS, OMS
thrus0
The delivered performance for the Option 1 and 4
RCS thrusters and the Option 10MS engine
were predicted by determining the theoretical vac-
uum performance (one dimensional equilibrium
expansion) at a chamber pressure of 100 psia and
a chamber temperature of 400 deg-R. The theoret-
ical performance was then degraded by applying
associated loss terms. The ISP89 software was
used for determining the theoretical performance
and the TWEPP software was used for determin-
ing the loss terms. These values were compared
to APSCOD values and were found to be within
2 seconds of the APSCOD predictions.
The Option 40MS thruster (expander cycle) per-
formance was obtained from reference material
(RI/RD84-112). The associated parameters
(mixture ratio, chamber pressure, area ratio) were
selected based on the available data. The reported
thrust level was 3000 Ibf in the reference mate-
rial. No attempt was made to adjust the perfor-
mance for the actual thrust level (4000 ibf). The
inlet temperatures and pressures represent the in-
let to the "black box"(pump inlet). The inlet
temperatures represent the normal boiling point
temperatures. The inlet pressures were arbitrarily
selected (15 psia, the pumps have a low NPSH
requirement). The literature suggests that ade-
quate vapor pressure should preclude pump cavi-
tation problems. The theoretical performance and
loss terms are estimates and are based on the re-
ported delivered performance values from
RI/RD84-112.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results are tabulated in the following table.
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
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OPTION 1 Baseline Engine Performance
OMS -_A:S.._.£.ctmat2
Pc, psia 1(30 100
T 02, deg-R 161 400
T H2, deg-R 34 399
P 02, psia 120 120
P H2, psia 160 120
Hf 02, kcal/mole -3.102 -0.5577
Hf H2, kcal/mole -2.154 -0.5577
Epsilon 55:1 22:1
MR 6:1 16:1
Fvac, lbf 4000 870
Eta ere 0.995 0.995
Eta kin 0.96676 0.96754
Eta div 0.99262 0.99149
Eta bl 0.97971 0.98036
Isp ode, sec 455.1 331.9
Isp del, sec 425.7 310.5
100
400
400
120
120
-0.5577
-0.5577
22:1
16:1
50
0.995
0.95957
0.99149
0.97385
331.9
305.9
OPTION 4 Baseline Engine Performance
DAKS
Pc, psia 800 150
T 02, deg-R 161 161
T H2, deg-R 34 34
P 02, psia 15 180
P H2, psia 15 180
Hf 02, kcai/mole -3.102 -3.102
Hf H2, kcal/mole -2.154 -2.1 54
Epsilon 100:1 22:1
MR 6:1 4:1
Fvac, Ibf 4000 870
Eta ere -0.995 0.995
Eta kin --0.99127 0.98902
Eta div -0.99295 0.99149
Eta bl -0.98140 0.98114
Isp ode, sec 480.9 442.7
Isp del, see 462.2 423.8
A.C2L_Y.t.r.a£_
150
161
34
180
180
-3.102
-2.154
22:1
4:1
50
0.995
0.98542
0.99149
0.97489
442.7
419.5
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7.6. Appendix F, Thruster Weight
and Envelope Sizing
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Determine the weight and envelope for the RCS
vernier, RCS primary and OMS thrusters
(Options 1 and 4).
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
Utilize available Rocketdyne analytical tools and
reference data.
ASSUMPTIONS LIST
The following assumptions apply to the Option
1 thrusters:
• RCS primary thruster is radiation cooled
(radiated from exit plane to space)
• Materials of Construction - S. S. with
thermal barrier
• Epsilon - 22:1
• Pc - 1130psia
• Isp delivered - 310.5 sec
• Thrust - 870 lbf
• MR- 16:1
• Inlet Pressure - 120 psia (20 % injector
ap)
• Inlet Temperature - 400 deg-R
• Nozzle percent length - 80 %
• Nozzle thrust coefficient - 1.771
• RCS vernier thruster is radiation cooled
(radiated form exit plane to space)
• Materials of Construction - S. S. with
thermal barrier
• Epsilon - 22:1
• Pc - 100 psia
• lsp delivered - 305.9 sec
• Thrust - 50 lbf
• MR- 16:1
• Inlet Pressure - 120 psia (20 % injector
Ap)
• Inlet Temperature - 400 deg-R
• Nozzle percent length - 80 %
• Nozzle thrust coefficient - 1.745
• OMS thruster is regeneratively cooled
• Materials of Construction S.
(columbium or graphite extension)
• Epsilon - 55:1
• Nozzle extension attach area ratio - 25:1
S°
• Pc - 100 psia
• Isp delivered - 425.7 see
• Thrust - 4000 lbf
• MR - 6:1
• Inlet Pressure, Oxidizer - 120 psia (20 %
injectorAp)
• Inlet Pressure, Fuel - 160 psia (60 % in-
jector/nozzle Ap)
• Inlet Temperature, Oxidizer- 161 deg-R
• Inlet Temperature, Fuel - 34 deg-R
• Nozzle percent length - 80 %
• Nozzle thrust coefficient - 1.858
The following assumptions apply to the Option
4 thrusters:
• RCS primary thruster is radiation cooled
• Materials of Construction - S. S. with
thermal barrier
• Epsilon - 22:1
• Pc - 150 psia
• Isp delivered - 423.8 sec
• Thrust - 870 lbf
• MR - 4:1
• Inlet Pressure - 180 psia (20 % injector
ap)
• Inlet temperature, Fuel - 34 deg-R
• Inlet temperature, Oxidizer - 161 deg-R
• Nozzle percent length - 80 %
• Nozzle thrust coefficient - 1.733
• RCS vernier thruster is radiation cooled
• Materials of Construction - S. S. with
thermal barrier
• Epsilon - 22:1
• Pc - 150 psia
• Isp delivered - 419.5 sec
• Thrust - 50 lbf
• MR - 4:1
• Inlet pressure - 180 psia (20 % injector
ap)
• Inlet temperature, Fuel - 34 deg-R
• Inlet temperature, Oxidizer - 161 deg-R
• Nozzle percent length - 80 %
• Nozzlethmstcoefficient- 1.716
• OMS thruster is regeneratively cooled
• Materials of Construction - ED copper,
Nickel, Graphite
• Epsilon- 100:1
• Pc - 800 psia
• Isp delivered - 462.2 sec
• Thnm - 4000 Ibf
• MR - 6:1
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• Inlet pressure 15 psia (low pressure
pump inle0
• Inlet temperature, Fuel - 34 deg-R
• Inlet temperature, Oxidizer - 161 deg-R
• Nozzle percent length - 170.9 %
• Nozzle thrust coefficient - 1.937
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The Option 10MS engine weight and was ex-
u'acted from Rocketdyne's 02/H2 Engine for
Space Transfer Vehicles (RURD84-112, revised:
20 October 1989). The envelope was generated
using the Engine program.
The thruster weight includes the following com-
ponent weights:
The Thruster Weight, Envelope and Performance
Program.(TWEPP) was utilized for providing in-
put values for the Engine program. The thruster
weight and envelope values were generated for the
Option 1 and 4 vernier and primary RCS
thrusters and the Option 40MS thruster using
the Engine program. The Engine program is
similar to the weight and envelope subroutine
found in the TWEPP program except that a dif-
ferent reference thruster design is utilized. The
TWEPP reference thruster design data is from the
Large Space System Cryogenic Deployment
System Study, (AFRPL-TR 83-022). The refer-
ence thruster is regeneratively cooled with a
thrust level of 500 lbf.
The Engine program allows the user to change
the design parameters (using engineering judge-
men0. Reference design data for a radiation
cooled, oxygen/hydrogen thruster in the thrust
class of interest was not available. Reference
data for the low pressure OMS thruster was also
unavailable.
The Engine program is a "physical model" and
was originally part the Motor Optimal Design
and Evaluation Code, Air Force Astronautics
Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base. The model
is documented in the Expanded Liquid Engine
Simulation program, Technical Information
Manual, Charles E. Taylor, Aerojet Techsystems
Co., August, 1984.
• Injector
• Chamber
• Nozzle extension (as applicable)
• Thrust mount
• Support hardware (6.5 percent of total)
• Igniter
The Option 4, OMS engine weight includes the
following component weights:
• Propellant ducts
• Turbopumps
• Harnesses and sensors
• Control lines
• Ignition system
• Injector
• Chamber
• Thrust mount
The envelope parameters are defined below:
• Length - Distance from the thruster interface
plane to the nozzle exit plane.
(The pump inlet and thrust mount are at the in-
terface plane for the Option 4, OMS engine ).
• Diameter - Maximum diameter of the thruster
(nozzle exit plane).
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The weight and envelope data are tabulated be-
low:
Option
1
1
1
4
4
4
Thruster Weight Length Diameter
Type
Ibm inches inches
Vernier 9.3 10.0 2.8
Primary 34.6 23.0 11.7
OMS 225.8 63.0 38.8
Vernier 5.3 7.0 2.3
29.8 9.7
70.0 18.1
Primary 22.0
OMS 181.8
Option 1, 4 Thruster Size and Weight
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7.7. Appendix G, Flow Control
Component Weight Estimation
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Determine the unit weight of valves and regula-
tors for the OMS, ACS-Primary, and ACS
Vernier thrusters of Option 1 and 4.
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
Based on the required flow rate, the density of the
fluid, and the pressure drop across a valve, an
Equivalent Orifice Diameter (EOD) can be com-
puled from a formula in the Crane Co. Technical
Paper #410, "Flow of Fluids Through Valves,
Fittings and Pipes". With an EOD value, the
weights of various valves and regulator are found
by using the weight algorithms as suggested by
J. A. McClanahan (IL No. APA89-92). These
algorithms represent the fitted weight data of
pneumatically actuated valves documented in the
"Space Engine Design Handbook" (R-8000P-1,
Jan. 1969).
ASSUMPTIONS LIST
The thruster parameters are as follows:
OPTION 1
Area Ratio Pc _sia_ Del I_ (Sec_ Thrust (lbs) MR
Primary 22.0 100.0 310.5 870.0 16.0
Vernier 22.0 100.0 305.9 50.0 16.0
OMS 55.0 100.0 425.7 4000.0 6.0
OPTION 4
Area Ratio Pc _sia) Del Isp (Sec_ Thrust fibs')
Primary 22.0 150.0 423.8 870.0
Vernier 22.0 150.0 419.5 50.0
OMS 100.0 800.0 462.2 4000.0
MR
4.0
4.0
6.0
Thruster Characteristics
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The following assumptions were made
• The maximum number of thrusters f'uing
at any one time for the ACS-Primary,
ACS Vernier, and OMS are 2, 4, and 3,
respectively, to establish the maximum
manifold flowrate
• All valves are either open or closed. There
are no throttling valves
• Check valves and regulators are mechani-
cally actuated. Only the propellant valves
are electrically actuated
• Pneumatically actuated and electrically ac-
tuated valve weights are equal
• Ventilation and relief flow of liquid tank is
10% of the flow to the thrusters
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
Limited correlation was performed between the
predicted component weights and actual hardware
weights of previous and existing systems
(Peacekeeper, Arias, Della, ALS, etc) to provide
some level of confidence.
CONCLUSIONS and
RECOMMENDATIONS
The component weight estimates for Option 1
are as follows:
• ACS Oxidizer
• Main iso valve
• Regulator
• ACS iso valve
• ACS-Primary iso valve
• ACS Vernier iso valve
• Refill valve
• ACS Fuel
• Main iso valve
• Regulator
• ACS iso valve
• ACS-Primary iso valve
• ACS Vernier iso valve
• Refill valve
• OMS Oxidizer
• Pressurant iso valve
• Vent & relief valve
• Refill valve
• Iso valve to injector
• OMS Fuel
• Pressurant iso valve
• Vent & relief valve
• Refill valve
• lso valve to iniector
Option
m (lbs/sec) _ EOD (inch) weit, ht (Ibs)
13.94 9.35
13.94 200.0
5.89 12.0
2.64 12.0
0.154 6.0
13.94 12.0
1.71 12.0
1.71 200.0
0.369 12.0
0.165 7.25
0.0096 6.0
1.71 12.0
1.76 6.56
0.818 17.59
1.76 6.56
1.28 5.38
0.367 2.03
1.65 6.31
1.16 5.04
0.573 13.90
0.883 4.16
0.724 3.58
0.183 1.09
1.16 5.04
8.05 12.0 2.06 7.18
2.42 12.0 0.89 3.14
26.58 12.0 1.31 5.48
8.05 I2.0 0.724 3.58
1.34 12.0 1.69 6.38
0.403 12.0 0.45 1.90
4.43 12.0 1.07 4.76
1.34 12.0 0.59 3.04
Component Weight Estimates
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The component weight estimates for Option 4 are as follows:
• ACS Oxidizer
• He iso valve (in front of regulator)
• He regulator
• He iso valve (in front of ehk valve)
• He check valve
• He _f'fll valve
• LOX vent & relief valve
• LOX Refill valve
• ACS iso valve
• ACS-Primary iso valve
• ACS Vernier iso valve
• ACS Fuel
• He iso valve (in front of regulator)
• He regulator
• He iso valve (in front of chk valve)
• He check valve
• He refill valve
• Fuel vent & relief valve
• Fuel Refill valve
• ACS iso valve
• ACS-Primary iso valve
• ACS Vernier iso valve
• OMS Oxidizer
• Vent & relief valve
• Refill valve
• Iso valve to injector
• OMS Fuel
• Vent & relief valve
• Refill valve
• Iso valve to injector
m abs/sec_ _ _ _AghLfll_
0.446 6.0 0.46 2.47
0.446 200.0 0.191 6.72
0.446 6.0 0.62 3.18
0.446 6.0 0.62 1.22
0.446 6.0 0.46 2.47
0.367 6.0 0.40 1.72
4.03 6.0 0.61 3.12
3.67 4.62 0.62 3.18
1.64 6.0 0.39 2.14
0.095 3.0 0.11 0.69
0.721 6.0 0.58 3.02
0.721 200.0 0.243 7.88
0.721 6.0 0.79 3.84
0.721 6.0 0.79 1.53
0.721 5.05 0.61 3.12
0.092 6.0 0.25 1.19
1.01 5.80 0.61 3.12
0.92 4.51 0.62 3.18
0.411 6.0 0.39 2.14
0.024 3.0 O. 11 0.69
2.23 12.0 1.21 4.20
24.48 12.0 1.26 5.34
7.42 6.0 0.826 3.96
0.371 12.0 0.669 2.54
4.08 12.0 1.03 4.64
1.24 6.0 0.672 3.38
Option 4 Component Weight Estimates
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7.8. Appendix H, High Mixture
Ratio Thrusters for IHOT Applications
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Determine performance of oxygen, hydrogen
thrusters at mixture ratio 16:1. Identify applica-
ble technology issues.
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
• Collect test data in the range of the MR of
interest
• Use unclassified literature data bases
• Consult with Rocketdyne experts.
ASSUMPTIONS LIST
• Mixture ratios to be investigated : Near
16:1 (equal volume cryo tanks).
• Hot fire performance only.
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The data sources searched were:
• NERAC (New England Research Appli-
cations Cente0
• RTIS (Rockwell Technical Information
Systems)
• NASA RECON Database
• DTIC (Defense Technical Information
Center Database).
Rockwell personnel contacted: Vance Jacqua
(formerly of Combustion Devices); J. Vrolyk,
Advanced Programs.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The literature search did not yield hot-fire data
above MR of 8:1.
The Rocketdyne experts define a "cutting torch"
range of mixture ratios from 7.5 to 16. In this
range most materials are destroyed.
The materials problem for a MR of 16:1 is a ma-
jor technology issue.
There may be a combustion stability problem
with liquid on liquid injection (Option 4).
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7.9. Appendix I, Accumulator
Blow Down Analysis
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
During throttling or "blow down" of a propellant
tank, the tank pressure decreases and its tempera-
ture changes in accordance to the Joule-Thomson
effect. In this analysis, for an initial tank pres-
sure and temperature, the final tank temperature
is determined after an amount of propellant is
removed isentropically.
• The propellants in tanks are gaseous hy-
drogen and oxygen
• The initial pressure and temperature of
both propellant tanks are 3125 Psia and
500°R, respectively
• Assume 100% blow down efficiency
• Assume the process is isentropic and the
Ixopellants behave like ideal gases
• The specific heat ratio of the propellant is
found fi'om the initial conditions and is as-
sumed constant throughout the process
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
The final tank temperature, Tf, can be computed
from the following isenu'opic relationship
Ti=  yi)
where Pf is the final tank pressure after some
propellant mass is removed, Pi and Ti are initial
tank pressure and temperature, respectively, and y
is the specific heat ratio of the propellant.
ASSUMPTIONS LIST
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
For the given system, the final tank temperature
corresponding to a given tank pressure is depicted
in the attached figure. In general, the oxidizer
tank gets "colder" than the fuel tank for the same
pressure drop. Note that if the process is not
isentropic, the final tank temperature would be
higher than that of an isentropic process. This
figure can be used to find the required final condi-
tions of the tank if one parameter, either tempera-
ture or pressure, is known. For example, if the
fuel tank temperature is not to fall below 300°R,
the tank pressure should not be allowed to drop
under 500 Psia.
350
l&l
i300 /'i '250
200
0 SO0
(IHOT)
TANK CONDITIONS DURING BLOW DOWN
Propellant
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
FINAL TANK PRESSURE (P_a)
Tank Conditions During Blowdown
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7.10. Appendix J, Engine
Performance Excursions
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
This task is to study the variations in the mix-
ture ratio of the thruster, MR, and in its perfor-
mance resulting from the change of the propel-
lant injection temperature or the change of cham-
ber pressure at injector end, Pc.
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
• Establish a baseline thruster and calculate its
propellant flow rates
• Vary the propellant temperature and compute
the new propellant flow rates. In general, the
propellant flow rate is found from
m---Cd p_
where Cd is the discharge coefficient, p is the
propellant density, and AP is the pressure differ-
ential across the injector. For the case with only
the injection temperature is varied, C d and AP
remain constant; and thus the new flow rate can
be calculated from
renew = t_old
For the case with Pc is changed, only Cd remains
constant; and the new flow rate is
runew = inol d A/Pnew_new
_/ PoidAPold
• Compute the new MR from the new propellant
flow rates
• Use the computer code TWEPP to get the de-
livered vacuum specific impulse. Iteration on the
vacuum thrust is needed to achieve similar thrust
chamber in geometry
ASSUMPTIONS LIST
The following parameters and assumptions were
used in the analysis of a typical ACS-Primary
thruster with gaseous O2]H2 as the injection
propellants
• The baseline vacuum thrust, Pc, and in-
jection temperature are, respectively, 1000
lbs, 100 Psia, and 500*R
• The baseline mixture ratio is 16:1
• The temperatures of both propellants are
the same
• The pressure drops across the injector for
both propellants are relatively high, at
30% of Pc, to achieve high stability mar-
gin for the combustor. The higher the
pressure drop will decouple more effec-
tively any disturbance in the combustor
chamber from that of the feed system
• The area ratio of the nozzle is 100:1
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The thruster off-design MR and its associated per-
formance were computed for propellant tempera-
ture from 300 to 700°R and these values are de-
picted in the attach figure. The figure shows that
MR generally decreases with higher temperature
because the oxidizer density varies more, in per-
centage term, from its 500°R baseline value than
the fuel density for the same temperature change.
Consequently, the oxidizer flow rate has greater
change than that of the fuel. The figure also
shows that for this system with high MR, higher
propellant temperature results in an increase in
delivered vacuum specific impulse. With constant
Pc and area ratio, this change is contributed by
the higher enthalpy of the warmer propellants and
by the lower MR which increases the temperature
of the combustion gas. The percentage changes
of MR and the delivered specific impulse from
the baseline 500°R were also computed and were
found insignificant. At 3000R, MR is 2.1%
higher and the delivered specific impulse is 1.8%
lower than the values at 500*R. On the other
hand at 700°R, MR is 0.44% lower and the de-
livered specific impulse is 1.2% higher.
The next attached figure shows the variations of
thruster MR and its delivered vacuum specific
impulse for Pc from 60 to 140 Psia. It is noted
that MR is increased with higher Pc because the
oxidizer density varies more, in percentage term,
from its 100 Psia baseline value than the fuel
density for the same temperature change.
Consequently, the oxidizer flow rate has larger
change than that of the fuel. The figure also
shows that for this system with high MR, higher
Pc results in an increase in delivered vacuum spe-
cific impulse. As area ratio is kept constant, this
change is contributed mainly by the higher Pc
which increases the velocity of the combustion
gas. This effect must more than offset the in-
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crease in MR that decreases the temperature of
the combustion gas. The percentage changes of
MR and the delivered specific impulse from the
baseline Pc were also computed and were found
insignificant. At 60 Psia, MR is 0.6% lower and
the delivered specific impulse is 1.6% lower than
the values at 100 Psia. At 140 Psia, MR is
0.12% higher and the delivered specific impulse
is 0.8% higher•
CONCLUSIONS
/RECOMMENDATIONS
The ACS-Primary thruster (gas/gas, injected) in
this analysis shows negligible shifts in mixture
ratio and delivered vacuum performance over the
range of injection temperatures (300 - 700*R) and
chamber pressures (60 - 140 Psia).
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7.11. Appendix K, Selected Option 1
RCS Trades
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Determine the ACS volume and weight sensitivi-
ties to the following:
• Selected vernier thruster working fluid
(gaseous oxygen or hydrogen)
• Primary and vernier thruster propellant in-
let temperature
• Primary thruster mixture ratio
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
A spreadsheet was constructed using Lotus 123
for estimating the system volume and weight.
NBS real fluid property data was generated and
incorporated into the spreadsheet. Delivered
thruster performance data was generated (using
TWEPP and ISP89 software) and incorporated
into the spreadsheet. Composite tankage perfor-
mance factor data was incorporated into the
spreadsheet (scaled SCI data).
ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions were used for the
analysis:
• Only the propellant and accumulator
weights are included in the ACS weight
estimate.
• Only the propellant volume is included in
the ACS volume estimate
• All ACS impulse functions are included in
the analysis
• Total Impulse - 749,192 lbf-sec
• Vernier impulse (fwd and aft) -
148,104 lbf-sec
• Primary impulse (fwd and aft) -
601,088 lbf-sec
• Thruster performance predicted using a
blowdown temperature of 450, 400, and
350 deg-R as the assumed thruster inlet
temperature (except in Table 5).
• Thruster area ratios- 22:1
• Thruster chamber pressures, 150 psia
• Thurster inlet pressure, 195 psia (1.3 *
Pc, regulated)
• Accumulator initial pressure, 3125 psia
• Accumulator initial temperature, 560 deg-
R
• Accumulator final pressure - 200 psia
• Final delta-pressure across the regulator is
assumed at 5 psid
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The fraction of the total impulse assigned to the
vernier engines is calculated to be 19.8 %, based
on a Vernier thruster requirement of 148,104 lbf-
sec, and is produced using either room tempera-
ture oxygen gas (Cases 1 and 2) or room temper-
atare hydrogen gas.(Cases 3 and 4) The balance
of the impulse (601,088 lbf-sec) is produced by
the Primary thrusters utilizing oxygen gas and
hydrogen gas at low mixture ratios of 3, 4,and 5,
(Cases 1 and 3), and at high mixture ratios of 15,
16 and 17, (Cases 2 and 4).
A brief analysis determined the propellant
weight, the accumulator weight and the propel-
lant volume in each of the cases shown in Table
1. The results are shown in Table 3. A compar-
ison of the parameters of interest are shown in
Table 4.
Refering to Table 4, the lightest system, is Case
#2, Run 402, where the vernier utilizes oxygen
gas only (Initially at room temperature and then
blown down) for propellant, and where the pri-
mary thrusters bum oxygen and hydrogen gas at a
mixture ratio of 15. The smallest volume of
propellants is also shown as Case #2, but in Run
502., at a mixture ratio of 17. However, the dif-
ferences between these two runs is small enough
so that other considerations will determine which
is the most desirable.
In the runs and results shown in Table 4 the
thruster inlet temperature was held constant at the
lowest and final tank outlet temperature during
each blowdown; in contrast, the runs shown in
Table 5 assume that the thruster inlet temperature
is held constant at a temperature near the average
of the propellant tank starting and final tempera-
tures.
The fact that using oxygen gas as a monopropel-
lant turns out to be the lightest (instead of hy-
drogen) is contrary to the conclusion usually
reached when only the propellant weight is con-
sidered instead of the combined weight of the
propellants and the propellant tanks.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The propellant of choice for the ACS vernier en-
gines, based on this limited preliminary study, is
room temperature oxygen gas rather than room
temperature hydrogen gas. The rational for this
conclusion follows.
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• The volume and weight of the stored pro-
pellants and their associated tanks is sub-
stantially less.
• The probability of having a hydrogen leak
is reduced since the number of propellant
lines and components containing hydrogen
is substantially reduced. Hydrogen has a
far greater propensity to leak than oxygen.
• It may be that an excess of oxygen as
compared to hydrogen is available to the
system, in which case the room tempera-
ture oxygen gas vernier thrusters would
serve to relieve the imbalance to some ex-
tent rather than exacerbating it if hydrogen
were used as the propellant.
Table 1. Case Descriptions for the Option 1 ACS System Analysis
Total Percenl Propelllanls Mixture
Impulse Total Ralio
Ib-uc Impulse
Case #1 The VERNIER THRUSTERS are s_ied only with OXYGEN GAS 148,104 19.8 Oxygen NA
propellant slading al 8 IImpemlure of 560 R and ending at the final Gas
blowdown lank oullel tem,oerelure.
Each of Ihe PRIMARY THRUSTERS is SUl_isd with OXYGEN GAS 601,088 80.2 02 & 3
and HYDROGEN GAS as pcopellanls, at lempemlums as above, H2 Gas
Case #2 Same as case #1. above, except the Mixture Ratio 16. Ditto Ditto Diflo 16
Case #3 The VERNIER THRUSTERS are supp4ied only with HYDROGEN 148.104 Hydrogen NA
GAS i_opellant starling 81 a terrc_rature of 560 R and ending al the 19.8 Gas
final b_owdown lank oullel temparature.
Each of Ihe PRIMARY THRUSTERS is supplied wilh OXYGEN GAS 02 & H2 3
and HYDROGEN GAS, as Wopelams, at lemparatums as above. 601,088 80.2 Gases
Case #4 Same as Case #3. above, excefll Ihe Mix'lure Ratio is 18 D_lto Ditlo D_lo 16
Total impulse. PRIMARY plus VERNIER 749,088
Table 2. Vernier Thrusters Performance
(Monopropellants)
Prof_lant Chamber Expansion Inlet Inlet Specific
Gas Pressure RII_o Preslure Temperature Impubm
02 150 22 196 350 55.7
02 150 22 195 400 59.5
02 150 22 196 450 63.1
1-12 150 22 196 350 218,9
H2 150 22 196 400 234,2
1-12 150 22 196 450 248.6
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Table 3. ACS PRIMARY Performance
Thrust, Ibf 870
Expansion Redo 22
Inlet Temperature
(DegreesR)
Specific
Impulse
Mixture
Ram
35O 4OO 45O 455
3 438.0 439.9 442.0 442.2
4 436.8 4382 439.8 4439.9
5 429.3 430.4 431.6 431.7
15 319.2 319.9 320.7 320.85
16 312.2 312.9 313.7 314.4
17 305.7 306.5 307.3 308.1
Table 4A. Matrix to Show Sensitivity of Weight and Volume
to Tank Final Blowdown Temperature and to
Primary Thruster Mixture Ratio.
Case # Run # Inlet Gas Volume Weight M.R.
Temp Type _ l_ I_
90 300 R 02 682 10,673 3
90 300 02 449 9,611 16
90 300 H2 1394 13,395 3
90 300 H2 1162 12,333 16
100 350 02 654 10,093 3
100 350 02 427 g,052 16
100 350 H2 1304 12,575 3
100 350 1-12 1077 11,534 16
101 400 02 632 g .825 3
101 400 02 409 8,599 16
101 400 H2 1203 11.919 3
101 400 1-12 1007 10,893 16
102 450 02 616 9.283 3
102 450 02 395 8.270 16
102 450 1"12 1173 11,401 3
102 450 1-12 952 10.387 16
Note: The thruster inlet temperature is eslurmKI ¢onlitlnt lit find
link biowdown temperature. Table 5 shows msulls with
this tempe_ture mt 8_ average of the inib ,,_ end finll
trunk tempersbJres.
Cese # Run # InkH Gas Volume Weight M.R.
Temp. Type cu.I1 ibm
I 200 350 R 02 577
2 200 35O 02 427
3 200 350 H2 1227
4 200 350 I"12 1077
1 201 400 02 577
2 201 4OO 02 409
3 201 400 H2 1155
4 201 400 H2 1007
1 202 450 02 541
2 202 450 02 395
3 202 450 1'42 1098
4 202 450 H2 952
1 300 350 02 531
2 300 350 02 427
3 300 351 H2 1180
4 300 350 H2 1077
9,509 4
g,502 16
11,991 4
11,534 16
g,064 4
8,613 16
11,344 4
10,893 16
8,715 4
8.270 16
10.833 4
10.387 16
9,186 S
9,052 16
11,668 5
11.534 16
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Table 4B. Matrix to Show Sensitivity of Weight and Volume
to Tank Final Blowdown Temperature and to
Primary Thruster Mixture Ratio•
Case# Run# Inlet Gas Volume We_t M.R
Tamp Type cu.ft Ibm
1 301
2 301
3 301
4 301
1 302
2 302
3 302
4 302
1 400
2 400
3 4OO
4 400
1 401
2 401
3 401
4 401
4OO R 02 511 8,746 5
400 02 409 8,813 16
400 H2 1109 11,025 5
400 H2 1007 11.893 16
450 02 496 8.401 5
450 02 395 8,270 16
450 H2 1053 10,518 5
450 H2 952 10.387 16
350 02 654 10.093 3
350 02 429 9,017 15
350 H2 1304 12.575 3
350 H2 1079 11,499 15
400 02 633 9,639 3
400 02 412 8,579 15
400 H2 1230 11,919 3
400 H2 1009 I0,659 15
Note: The thruster inlet temperature is assumed constant at firm
tank blowdown temperature. Table 5 shows results with
this temperature at tt_e average of b_e initiaJ xnd final
tank temperatures.
Case # Run # Inlet Gas Volume Weight M.R.
Temp. Type cu.ft Ibm
1 4O2 450 R 02
2 402 450 02
3 402 450 H2
4 402 450 H2
1 500 350 02
2 500 350 02
3 5OO 350 H2
4 5OO 35O H2
1 501 400 02
2 501 4OO 02
3 501 400 H2
4 501 400 H2
1 502 450 02
2 502 450 02
3 502 4560 H2
4 502 450 1-12
616 9.283 3
398 8.236 15
1173 11,4Ol 3
954 10,354 15
654 10,093 3
425 9,087 17
1304 12,575 3
1075 11,569 17
633 9,639 3
407 8,848 17
1230 11,919 3
1005 10,927 17
616 9.283 3
393 8,304 17
1173 11,401 3
950 10,421 17
TABLE 5. SYSTEM WEIGHT AND VOLUME VS MIXTURE RATIO
(Holding thruster Inlet temperature ¢onstsnl st
the average tank outlet temperature)
Cau • Run • n,,, O2/112 is Volume WelgM Mixture !
sec cu.ll bm
1 1 (X)-A2 02 442.2 630.4 9,497,1 3
2 100-A2 02 314.4 404.7 8,483.1 16
3 100-A2 H2 442.2 1201.7 11,6_1.8 3
4 100-A2 H2 314.4 976.0 10,647.9 16
1 2_O-A2 (]Q 439.9 554.3 8,022.5 4
2 200-A2 02 314.4 404.7 0,483.1 10
3 200-A2 H2 439.9 1125.6 11,107.3 4
4 200-A2 H2 314.4 976.0 10,847.0 16
1 300-A2 O_ 431.7 508.6 8,604.5 S
2 300-A2 02 314.4 404.7 0.483.1 16
3 300-A2 H2 431.7 1079.9 10.789.3 5
4 300-A2 H2 314.4 976.8 10.647.9 16
1 400-A2 02 442.2 830.4 9,4Q7.1 3
2 400-A2 02 320.9 407.5 8.435.8 15
3 400-A2 H2 442.2 1201.7 11,(_1.8 3
4 400-A2 H2 320.9 978.8 10.620.4 15
1 S00-A2 (]2 442.2 630.4 9.487,1 3
2 500-A2 02 308.1 402.5 8.485.9 17
3 S00-A2 H2 442.2 1201.7 11.(W1.8 3
4 S00-A2 H2 308.1 973.8 10.600.7 _. 17
• InllMI Tank TenlpMaaura: 580 R • Speclic Impu4ee for 02 Gas: 63.4 itec
• Final Tank Temp¢mltura: 350 R . Specific IfflpUlel for 142Gas: 249.014c
• Avg Thrusler Inlet Temperature: 455 R
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7.12. Appendix L, RCS, OMS
Engine Performance Maps
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The task analyzes the effects on the delivered
vacuum performance caused by the changes in the
thruster mixture ratio, MR, and in chamber pres-
sure at injector end, Pc.
DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH-
For moderate changes in Pc, a typical ACS-
Primary thruster was used to predict its perfor-
mance over a wide range of MR (1 - 20). The
computer code TWEPP was employed to obtain
the delivered vacuum specific impulse.
For large changes in Pc, an OMS thruster was
used in the analysis. The code TWEPP was again
applied to get the thruster performance. The data
of the SSME using the code TWEPP was also
included for comparison purposes.
ASSUMPTIONS LIST
The ACS-Primary thruster with gaseous O2/H2
as the propellants has the following baseline pa-
ramcb_
• The vacuum thrust is 1000 lbs
• The injection temperatures of both propel-
lants are 5000R
• The pressure drops across the injector for
both propellants are relatively high, at
30% of Pc, to achieve high stability mar-
gin for the combustor
• The area ratio of the nozzle is 100:1
The OMS thruster with liquid O2/H2 as the pro-
pellants has the following baseline parameters
• The vacuum thrust is 6000 lbs
• The enthalpy of formation values for fuel
and oxidizer are -2.154 and -3.102
kcal/mole, respectively
• The pressure drops across the injector for
both propellants are relatively high, at
30% of Pc, to achieve high stability mar-
gin for the combustor
• The area ratio of the nozzle is 55:1
The SSME with liquid 02/1-I2 as the propellants
has the following baseline parameters
• The vacuum thrust is 471300 lbs at 100%
power level
• Pc at this power level is 3006 Psia
• The enthalpy of formation values for fuel
and oxidizer are -2.154 and -3.102
kcal/mole, respectively
• The area ratio of the nozzle is 77:1
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
The delivered vacuum specific impulse for the
ACS-Primary thruster is shown in the attached
figure for Pc equals 75, 100, and 150 Psia. In
general, the specific impulse peaks at MR about
4, then starts to drop off. Apparently, at MR of 4
and higher, the combustion gas becomes heavier
since it is more fuel lean. Thus, the delivered
specific impulse must decrease in order for the
thruster to deliver the same vacuum thrust. At
any MR, the performance is better at higher Pc.
This is because higher Pc increases the velocity
of the combustion gas. To keep the same thrust,
the mass flow rate of the combustion gas must
be decreased.
The next attached figure shows the performance
data of an OMS thruster operating with Pc equals
150 and 3006 Psia. The figure also includes the
data of the SSME operating at 100% power
level. Similar trend is observed in this figure and
previous one, i.e., the performance peaks at some
certain MR then becomes worse at higher MR. It
is noted that the OMS thruster at Pc of 150 Psia
has maximum performance at MR about 4; while
the highest delivered specific impulse of the
OMS thruster at Pc of 3006 Psia and the SSME
occurs at MR of 5. The main reason is the much
higher combustion gas velocity in the thruster
with very high chamber pressure.
CONCLUSIONS/
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions can be made from this
analysis
• The performance of a thruster maximizes
at a certain mixture ratio. For thruster
with chamber pressure from 75 to 150
Psia, this occurs at about 4. For higher
chamber pressure, -3000 Psia, the maxi-
mum point is at 5
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• For a thruster that delivers the same
thrust, at a given mixture ratio, increasing
the chamber pressure results in better per-
fonnance
• For a thruster that delivers the same
thrust, increasing the chamber pressure
shifts the maximum performance point to
a higher mixture ratio
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References have been included in the body of the
Final Report text, for clarity.
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